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Abstract
Optoelectronic sampling techniques are used to study the response of high-speed electrical
devices, packages, and interconnects. High-speed detachable optoelectronic probes cur-
rently exist that can optoelectronically generate and detect high-speed electrical signals,
the detection scheme using these optoelectronic sampling techniques. With these probes,
however, independent biasing of the Device Under Test (DUT) is an issue, as well as the
possibility of generating high amplitude pulses for devices with high switching energies and
generating variable-square-width pulses for observing a device turn on and off. My thesis
involves the optimization of the current probes designed and fabricated by the High Speed
Measurements Group at IBM under Michael Scheuermann, with these issues in mind.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Electronic devices can now operate at speeds of several picoseconds. A good example is the
heterostructure field effect transistor that switches at 6 picoseconds. These ultrafast speeds
are the result of new material techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-
organic chemical-vapor deposition, as well as other progresses in semiconductor-electronics
technology. Conventional intruments can no longer measure the responses of these devices,
necessitating new techniques for characterizing the devices and their materials.
One effective high-speed measurement technique employs subpicosecond optical technol-
ogy and high-speed photoconducting materials to generate and detect ultrafast electrical
pulses. A few basic concepts and devices in ultrafast optoelectronics using photoconducting
materials are illustrated below [1]. Each device is based on the concept of a light-pulse-
producing conductivity modulation by electron-hole injection in a semiconductor. An inci-
dent optical pulse of moderate energy can produce a photoresistance in the photoconductor
that is relatively low in comparison with the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line to which the photoconductor is connected, thus converting an optical pulse into an
electrical pulse sent down the line (in both directions).
Optical Pulse
Vo
Figure 1-1: Photoconducting Electrical-Pulse Generator
Above is the basic photoconducting electronic pulse generator, consisting of a photocon-
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ducting material mounted in a high-speed transmission line biased at Vb. The amplitude
and shape of the electrical pulse, V, depend on the device geometry and materials and on
the optical pulse.
ma T 5 Vs
Vi
Figure 1-2: Photoconducting Electrical-Sampling Gate
Above, the input electrical signal is a time-varying waveform sampled by the photo-
conductor by the diversion of a small portion of the waveform to a sampling electrode. A
stroboscopic replica, V, of the desired waveform is achieved by varying the relative timing
between the incoming waveform and the optical pulse.
V I V2 V3 V
V2
Figure 1-3: Froz n-Wave Gen rator
Figure 1-3: Frozen-Wave Generator
Multiple photoconducting switches are used above to create a frozen-wave generator. To
ensure that each photoconductor segment emits pulses temporally in tandem, high energy
optical pulses and long photoconductivity falltimes are used. The waveform can be of an
arbitrary shape depending on biases, spacings, and the number of segments.
Figure 1-4 contains illustrations of an RF mixer, an RF burst generator, and Hertzian
dipoles, all utilizing subpicosecond optical technology and high-speed photoconducting ma-
terials [1]. The mixer amplitude-modulates an input high-frequency sine wave by the optical
pulse. The frequency of the output wave is proportional to the product of the optical and
electrical input signals. The RF burst generator consists of a resonant circuit, governing the
output signal frequency, coupled to a transmission line that decays the output signal. The
Hertzian dipoles illustration consists of a transmitting and a receiving antenna and shows
how a photoconductor with a very fast risetime can emit an electromagnetic signal into free
space.
10
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Figure 1-4: RF Mixer; RF Burst Generator; Hertzian Dipoles
1.0.1 Principle Original Contributions
The principle original contributions of this work are found in Chapter 6. Chapters 1, 2, and
7 are a review of the works of David Auston and others. Chapter 3 is a summary of work
done by Michael Scheuermann and others in the High Speed Measurements Group at IBM.
Chapter 4 states the thesis problem and goals. Chapter 5 describes the fabrication process
followed but not created by the author of this thesis.
The original contributions of this work involve the Auston photoconductor switches de-
scribed above used in high-speed, detachable, optoelectronic probes created by the High
Speed Measurements Group at IBM. The contributions include characterization measure-
ments and observations of various probe types, including coplanar balanced and unbalanced
probes and coplanar waveguide probes.
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Chapter 2
Picosecond Photoconductor
Materials and Applications
2.1 Materials
Picosecond photoconductor materials can be divided into the following types of semicon-
ductor materials: intrinsic, impurity-dominated, radiation-damaged (d), polycrystalline (p),
and amorphous (a). Important properties of some photoconducting materials are shown in
the table below [1].
Material Band Gap E g(eV) Resistivity p(Qcm) Mobility (cm2/Vs) Decay Time Tc(ps)
Si 1.12 4 x 104 1950 107-103
GaAs:Cr 1.43 10 -107 -2000 300
InP:Fe 1.29 2 x 108 2200 150-1000
CdS.sSe.5 2.0 107 400 2 x 104
GaP 2.24 10 240 60-500
Diamond 5.5 1013-1015 1800 50-300
d-SOS 1.12 10 -10-100 1-300
d-GaAs 1.43 10 -100 < 5
d-InP 1.29 10 100-1000 1-100
d-InGaAs 0.75 ~1 800-4000 40-800
p-Si -1.1 105 2-50
p-Ge .85 -3 -50
p-CdTe -1.5 3 x 107 60 4
a-Si 1.4 105 -10 7 10 330
Table 2.1: Materials for Picosecond Photoconductors
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A second table below contains some important properties of the Class IV elemental
semiconductors Si and Ge.
(The following is from a semiconductor modular series book [9]).
Properties Silicon Germanium
Band Gap Energy E. (eV) 1.12 0.66
Electron Effective Mass m*/mo 1.18 0.55
Hole Effective Mass m*/mo 0.81 0.36
Electron Mobility An cm2/V-sec 1360
Hole Mobility Up cm 2 /V-sec 460
Elemental Semiconductor Yes Yes
Intrinsic Carrier Concentration ni cm -3 1 x 1010 2x 1013
Lattice Diamond Lattice Unit Cell Diamond Lattice Unit Cell
Minority Carrier Lifetimes Tn,p sec 10- 6 -10-6
Table 2.2: Properties of Silicon and Germanium
The above properties are at 300 K (kT = 0.026 eV). The above mobilities are calculated
for a dopant concentration of 1014. It should be noted the lower band gap energy ( higher
optical absorption depth) of germanium.
The following sections describe properties of the semiconductor materials in Table 2.1
that are necessary for picosecond applications [1].
2.1.1 Intrinsic Speed of Response of Semiconductors
An optical pulse with a frequency spectrum falling within the absorption bands of a semi-
conductor upon which it is focused, induces photon absorption followed by electron-hole
pair generation in the semiconductor. Limited only by the uncertainty principle, this pro-
cess is intrinsically very fast, as short as one optical cycle of 10- 1 5 s, and does not limit
the resulting photocurrent risetime. The quantum efficiency of the initial photocurrent,
determined by the probability that the electron-hole pair will escape its mutual coulomb
field, in high-mobility materials is approximately unity and also has negligible influence on
the photocurrent risetime. The figure further below illustrates factors that influence the
response of the photocurrent - following the ultrafast initial photocurrent - to an ultrafast
optical pulse [1].
The following effects occur chronologically:
13
Tm elastic scattering rate of the photogenerated electrons and holes,
Te energy relaxation, which can have a a positive or a negative effect depending on electric
field in photoconductor and optical pulse energy,
-r recombination rate, which dominates the photocurrent decay unless defects have been
added to material to trap carriers before they can recombine, and
Tc capture rate, which can compensate for some of the decay resulting from recombination
if sufficient defects are introduced into the material.
09!
C
.0
/ e velocity overshoot
e2e2gion " recombination
momentum relaxation capture
log (TIME)
Figure 2-1: Transient Photoconductivity
Other factors in the temporal response are mobility transients. These are created by
the scattering produced when the optical pulse energy is greater than the photoconduction
threshold plus the thermal energy (Eg + kT), this excess energy converting to kinetic energy
of the electron-hole pair which in turn transfers to the semiconductor lattice via phonon
emissions.
The effective mobility (n + -sh) has been measured for silicon in a picosecond photo-
conductor over a wide range of densities. At densities on the order of 1019 cm - 3, at 300 K
1 eff - due to electron-hole scattering; at 80 K leff 10 [1].
2.1.2 High Electric Field Effects
Large bias voltages heat the carriers and create a non-equilibrium distribution in the pho-
toconductor. A short-time-scale effect is velocity overshoot. A long-time-scale effect (> 10
ps), after an equilibrium carrier distribution is established, is drift velocity saturation which
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lowers the carrier mobility. The carrier drift velocity in silicon saturates at -10 7 cm/s if the
bias is greater than 104 V/cm [1].
2.1.3 Trapping and Recombination
An intrinsic semiconductor has relatively slow radiative transitions that lead to long-lasting
current responses. Special semiconductor materials and techniques need to be used for
picosecond applications. Defects act as traps and recombination centers. Using a material
that has a naturally large density of defects or introducing defects by means of radiation
damage or impurities can effectively shorten the free carrier lifetime and the photocurrent
temporal waveform. With Nt as the trap density, oc as the capture cross section, < vth >
as the mean thermal carrier velocity, the capture time %r dependence on defect density is
written below [1].
1
T= (2.1)Ntrc < th >
To achieve Tc 1 ps with a capture cross section between 10-13 and 10-15 cm2 , a defect
density of 1018 to 1020 cm- 3 is needed.
Minority carrier lifetimes can range from milliseconds to nanoseconds. The lifetimes
depend on the recombination-generation (R-G) center mechanism (the statistics of which
are far more complex than the photogeneration statistics): ',p = n,PNT where c,,p is a
proportionality constant and NT is the number of R-G centers per cm3 . Photogeneration is a
separate process from R-G and occurs in addition to thermal R-G when the semiconductor
is illuminated. Processes of interest: photogeneration, direct thermal generation, direct
thermal recombination, indirect thermal recombination-generation, recombination via R-G
centers, generation via R-G centers [9].
2.1.4 Radiation Damage
The type, density, and stability of the defects induced by radiation damage depend on
the material, type of radiation, background impurities, and temperature. There is a wide
range of defect levels (energies and capture cross sections), with deep levels resulting in
fast capture times and low emission rates and being more ideal for picosecond applications.
Moderate levels of bombardment by high- and medium-weight ions can produce these deep
levels. Commonly occuring defects in silicon at 300 K is the electron trap at -. 53 eV
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having a capture cross section of 2 x 10-15 cm2 and the hole trap at .30 eV having a ac
of 10-15 cm2. Silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) bombarded with 2-MeV argon ions at a fluence
of 3 x 1015 cm- 2 has a density of damage sites of 2.56 x 1022 cm- 3, one-half that of
fully-damaged material. 'rc of this material is .6 ps [1]. Advantages of high-defect-density
materials include an increase in resistivity and thus a reduction in dark current, enhanced
optical absorption in direct-gap and indirect-gap (Si) materials, and ease of fabrication of
ohmic contacts.
2.1.5 Carrier Mobilities
A disadvantage of high-defect-density materials is the increased elastic scattering from the
defects which lowers carrier mobilities. In the high-defect-density regime defects are gener-
ally neutral. The dependence of p (cm2 /Vs) on scattering by neutral defects is
1.4 x 1022 m* e
(2.2)
Nt mo eo
where m* is the effective carrier mass, mo the rest mass, and the material permittivity
[1].
To prevent thermal emission of trapped carriers and a short capture time, a slightly
higher defect density than necessary should be achieved in the material. To remove shallow
defects but retain deep traps, annealing is a good option, improving mobility without the
loss of speed [1].
2.1.6 Other Photoconducting Materials
Other picosecond photoconducting materials can be found in materials with compensating
impurities, polycrystalline materials, and amorphous semiconductors. However, radiation-
damaged material provides one of the best compromises between speed and sensitivity [1].
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Chapter 3
Ultra-High Bandwidth Detachable
Optoelectronic Sampling Probes
3.1 High-Speed Measurements Group at IBM
The IBM Silicon Technology Group works with bulk silicon, SOI (silicon-on-insulator),
SiMOX (silicon implanted with oxygen), ELO (epitaxial lateral overlap), SOS (silicon-on-
sapphire) and CMOS(FET) technology. The IBM High-Speed Measurements Group is a
branch of the IBM Silicon Technology Group. The need for smaller and faster computers
has required that the devices that comprise them be smaller and faster. It has become
increasingly difficult to measure device characteristics such as high-speed response of these
smaller, faster devices. The purpose of the Measurements Group is to develop new high-
speed measurement techniques and to characterize high-speed devices.
3.1.1 A Past Group Project
An example of a High Speed Measurements Group project involved the characterization
of high-speed MSM (metal-semiconductor-metal) photodetectors with standard industry
probes and with new probes created by the group. This project was conducted the summers
before the final IBM Co-op Assignment. Brief details of the project are given below.
High-end receivers are mainframes, and low-end receivers are workstations and PCs.
Fast MSM photodetectors with pre-amplifiers are integrated into low-end receivers to pro-
vide optical communications or links for work stations. The advantages of fibers and optical
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communication over traditional cables includ the following:
* no electrical noise (other than dark current)
* no cross-talk
* light-weight
* less expensive than wires
* potentially higher bandwidth
MSM photodetector information:
* Made of platinum siliside (PtSi)
* Resistivities 11-25 Qcm and 3-5 Qcm
* Wavelengths for MSM band gap are in deep red to visible range; for PIN, far infrared
* Fast MSM detectors made on silicon is a first: generally PIN used. However, MSM
are easier to make in general, and PIN are too bulky at the wavelengths of interest
when accommodating the correct absorption depth.
Photodetector characterization with conventional probe (3 dB: 18 GHz, 25 ps FWHM)
and standard oscilloscope (40 GHz):
* IV-curves
* Sensitivity
* High-speed response at different wavelengths (different absorption depths and thus
different pulse sizes)
MSM experiment information:
* CW characterization with He-Ne red light at .633 pms and 5 mW power
* Pulsed-response characterization with YLF green light at .527 pms at 100 MHz (every
10 ns) with average FWHM of 2 ps and a pulse power (for green light) of 300 mW
* Pulsed-response characterization also done with synch pumped deep-red dye laser at
.63 pms, a pulse FWHM of 300 fs, and a pulse power of 200 mW
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· IV tracer interfaced with IBM PC for great accuracy in IV traces
· Photodetector characterization and additional dark current/annealing experiments
yielding for device designers information on such device characteristics as device sym-
metry, Schottky barrier height, leakage or dark current:
- Dark current, which creates an offset or noise in optical links and reduces the
sensitivity or amperage per watt of the device, is an important factor in device
application. Annealing experiments were carried out and did not decrease dark
current.
- Also important for device application and for pre-amplifier and optical link power
budget purposes is knowledge of the device sensitivity (A/W).
3.1.2 New Probe Project
Similar MSM experiments were also completed with a new probe, an ultra-high-bandwidth
detachable optoelectronic sampling probe, created by Michael Scheuermann of the Mea-
surements Group. The new probe is the main subject of the next section.
3.2 Ultra-High Bandwidth Detachable Optoelectronic Sam-
pling Probes
Ultra-high-bandwidth high-speed detachable optoelectronic sampling probes have been de-
signed, fabricated, and characterized by Mike Scheuermann of the IBM High-Speed Mea-
surements Group for studying the response of high speed electrical devices, packages, and
interconnects. These probes can optoelectronically generate and detect picosecond electri-
cal signals. They have the highest bandwidth of any probe available with a capability of
generating and detecting signals having a 3 dB bandwidth of 100 GHz, and electrical pulses
having a correlation FWHM of 3.5 picoseconds can propagate across the probe contacts.
Some probes fabricated have shown a bandwidth greater than 200 GHz though some atten-
uation is evident. The probe contact to the DUT is controlled, reproducible, detachable,
and nondestructive to testing sites. As a result, the probe can be used many times and be
well characterized.
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Figure 3-1: Standard Device
3.2.1 Standard Device and Background
Above is the standard device [10].
Original standard probe information:
* electrical signal measured less than 2 mm from probe tip
* coplanar transmission lines on silicon-on-sapphire with side line(s) tapering off main
line
* the original probe had 12 m metal strips with a 24 pm space in between the strips;
the side tab very long and 10 pims wide and located 6 ms from the main line
* photoconducting switches between coplanar lines and between the main line and side
lines to sample and/or generate waveforms
* photoconductor switches made of .5 m thick silicon
* switches are 10 m by 10 m, located every couple mm's along the main line
* pulse width of autocorrelated pulse is 3.8 ps, depends on optical pulse (generally 2
ps FWHM), geometry, and material
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* typical generated pulse amplitude 50 mV and pulse width 5 ps with 20 (or 15) mW
optical power (in some cases up to 200 mW is available) and laser pulse width 1.8 ps
(autocorrelated 2 ps)
* thick metal transmission lines for lower resistance and signal tail size
* contacts for wafer probing
* contacts are made with lithographically defined plated bumps
* probes have an impedance ranging from 30 to 120 Q (80 to 120 Q transmission lines
are also standard)
* probe impedance to match: 50 to 100 Q load, 1 V, .5 ps
* probes have patterned silicon switches, taper, bevel, and contacts
* transmission lines originally 1 pjm thick copper metallization (though 8 lm thickness
more common), 12 pms wide, sputtered Al and defined by lift off
*· 20 Im thick contact pads, Cu or Ni, Au plating
* polished tip for accurate contact placement
* coplanar striplines and waveguide geometries having variety of Zo and pad separations
* ohmic and Schottky contacts
The optoelectronic probes are based on the concept of using laser pulse-activated pho-
toconducting Auston switches located between transmission lines to generate and/or detect
picosecond electrical pulses for high-speed device characterization [10]. The standard probes
are fabricated on SOS substrates since sapphire is mechanically strong and optically trans-
parent, and high-speed photoconducting switches can be easily fabricated on this substrate.
Wafer processing is relatively simple, with one level of metal and one implant, with the
oxygen implant necessary to shorten the lifetime of the carriers in the photoconducting
material. The other side of the sapphire, through which optical pulses are focused onto
the photoconducting sites, is optically polished. On the silicon and metal side the entire
substrate is optically active so pulses can be generated/detected between a side line and the
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main transmission line (side gap excitation) or anywhere on the main line (sliding contact
excitation).
Generally generation and detection are done within a couple mm's from the probe tip,
and the total length of the standard probe is 2 cm so that reflections at the end of the lines
do not interfere with the generated/detected waveforms for several hundred picoseconds.
The main line of the original standard probe is a 120 Q balanced coplanar transmission
line, each metal strip of this line being 12 Mms wide and 1 pm thick, the strips separated
by -10 ms. These metal (Cu) transmission lines are used to carry signals to/from the
contacts from/to photoconducting detecting/generating sites that are located along the
lines. Generation and sampling can be achieved at any of the photoconducting sites. The
photoconducting switches are generally made of silicon and are approximately .5 pms thick
by 10 pms wide (running the length of the transmission line) by a length of 10 pms plus the
width of both strips of the transmission line so that they underlay the strips between and
under which they are found. A side transmission line for sampling and generating - there is a
photoconducting switch located in the gap between this line and the main transmission line
- tapers quickly away from the main transmission line to minimize impedance mismatch.
The side probe is 10 pims wide and located 6 ims off of the main line. Side transmission
line gaps are located near the DUT-contacting end of the probe.
Located at the DUT-contacting end of the probe are gold bumps 80 pms in diameter
that can repeatedly contact to and detach from the DUT without damaging it. The bumps
are fabricated on top of a tapered end of the main transmission line, the tapering necessary
to match the DUT pad configuration. The bumps can survive over a hundred hits if used
properly and care is taken to contact both bumps simultaneously at an angle and to allow
only 2 mils of horizontal skating for good electrical contact. These gold bumps are the
best option for providing reproducible and calibrated connections to a DUT, the difficulty in
making such connections arising from the very high bandwidths of the switches. The other
connections options are switch integration on the same chip as the DUT (switch fabrication
not completely compatible for integration with devices) and wire-bonding the DUT chip
to the chip containing the switch (significant ringing in measurements and damage of chip
bonding pads observed). Since the waveform is sampled on the probe, wire-bonds are
adequate for all other low-speed connections. The probe is mounted on an x-y-z translation
stage for accurate positioning.
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3.2.2 Measurement System
The standard measurement system is illustrated on the next page 10].
Probe measurement set-up features of interest, in order:
* Measurement set-up begins with a mode-locked Nd:YLF laser, A = 1.054 Aums, gen-
erating subpicosecond pulses with a pulse energy of .4 W and a FWHM of 1.5 ps at
a frequency of -100 MHz (every 10 ns). (2 ps FWHM av. power: 300 mW for green)
* The laser light is sent through an optical fiber bundle for pulse-compression and a
frequency doubler to yield green light, A = .527 ums.
* The laser beam is split into two synchronous beams, one for generating an electrical
signal and another for sampling a signal. The generating beam is generally 50%
original power; the sampling beam, 25%.
* A large-amplitude, rapid and programmable optical delay scanner, used in the sam-
pling portion of the set-up and created by Michael Scheuermann, sweeps out pro-
grammable optical delays of 350 ps or less at 30 Hz, with lower-amplitude scans
possible at much higher rates.
* Lock-in amplifier (lock-in detection), an instrument used for the measurement of pe-
riodic signals contaminated by noise and interference, is generally used in project
experiments (including the earlier MSM photodetector experiments) but is not used
in most of the optoelectronic probe experiments. When lock-in detection is used,
typically the trigger/generating beam is chopped at low frequencies.
* An optical fiber is found at the end of the set-up and is used to adjust the optical
path length(s).
The laser beam is split into 2 synchronous beams, both of which are focused onto the
probe or probes. One of the beams generates an electrical signal while the other samples a
signal.
To generate the electrical pulse, the generating beam is focused onto a photoconducting
switch found along the biased main transmission line (or between a side line and the main
transmission line with the side line biased with respect to the main line). The laser light
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Figure 3-2: Standard Measurement System
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pulse creates carriers that are swept across the biased line, shorting the line and creating a
waveform.
To detect an electrical signal, the sampling beam is focused onto a switch found between
unbiased lines. No current is generated on the transmission line until a portion of the in-
coming electrical signal-to-be-sampled, inducing a temporary bias across the line, coincides
with the generating pulse and carriers are created and swept across the line. Charge is
taken off the incoming signal and sent down the line (or side line) to a current pre-amp and
output. The sampling beam is delayed with respect to the generating beam via the optical
delay scanner, and as the delay is increased the measured electrical waveform, which is the
correlation of the actual electrical pulse and the electrical response of the sampling switch,
is swept out and obtained. The sampling builds up the actual signal. In side gap sampling,
the side switch is biased by the incoming signal on the main line, and the sample charge of
the signal travels down the side line to output. The sampling process is a part of an overall
picosecond sampling oscilloscope measurement set-up, described in greater detail below.
I I -l Il
Figure 3-3: Generation and Detection Possible at Any Switch
For probe self-characterization one probe can be used with both beams focused on the
probe. For other characterization measurements one or two probes can be used depending
on the type of device to be tested and the type of characterization measurement to be
made. For example, if the DUT is a photodetector only one probe with one beam is
necessary for sampling and characterization, the other beam pulsing the photodetector. If
the DUT is a transmission line, one probe with two beams or two probes with one beam
each will be needed, depending on TDR (Time-Domain Reflection) or TDT (Time-Domain
Transmission) delay measurements, for example. TDR measurements involve a single probe
sending a signal onto a transmission line and that probe measuring the signal after it reflects
off the back of the line and returns to the probe. TDT measurements involve two probes,
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one sending a signal onto the line and the other located at the end of the line measuring
the transmitted signal.
3.2.3 Picosecond Optical Sampling Oscilloscope
Optoelectronic sampling techniques are used to study the response of high-speed electrical
devices, packages, and interconnects. The high-speed detachable optoelectronic probes
described above can optoelectronically generate and detect high-speed electrical signals,
the detection scheme using these optoelectronic sampling techniques.
Although the detection bandwidth of a commercial oscilloscope can be as high as 60
GHz, there is no commercial availability of high bandwidth pulsers or step generators.
Also, moving signals in the 100 GHz frequency range from a source to a sample to this
oscilloscope is impossible without significant signal deterioration. A picosecond optical
sampling oscilloscope containing an optoelectronic probe with generating and detecting
elements integrated on the probe and only a few millimeters from the DUT solves these
problems.
A picosecond sampling oscilloscope based on the custom optoelectronic sampling probes
and the rapid programmable scanner has been developed and is used by the IBM Measure-
ments group to characterize passive and active devices. The scope and the probe - with
3.8 ps, a 3 dB of 100 GHz, and a TDR 3.5 ps FWHM - have the highest bandwidth of any
probe and scope available.
Sampling oscilloscopes are used when the rise-times of even the fastest oscilloscopes
are too long to detect waveforms of important, very rapid time structure, and a standard
o-scope display of fast signals cannot be achieved directly. However, if the waveform can
be repeated periodically the desired result can be obtained indirectly in a sampling o-scope
set-up, the idea consisting of sampling the fast waveform x(t) once each period but at
successively later points in successive periods. The increment A should be an appropriate
sampling interval for the bandwidth of x(t). The output y(t) should be proportional to the
original fast waveform slowed down or stretched out in time (i.e. y(t) approximately x(at)
where a is less than 1). The resulting impulse train is then passed through an appropriate
lowpass interpolating filter.
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3.2.4 Earlier Probe Characterization Results
These characterization experiments [10] demonstrate the use of this probe for high speed
device and package characterization. The experiments include probe bandwidth charac-
terization and involve standard optical sampling techniques. The laser used to trigger the
photoconducting switches generated 150 fs optical pulses at 100 MHz.
Overall conlusions: Generally measurements were found to be reproducible after a repo-
sitioning of the probe. No probe failed due to contacts. Electrical breakdown, or permanent
shorting, between the side probe and the main line was the major failure of the probes, a
problem exacerbated by excessive static charge present in dry weather. A number of future
design improvements were decided upon, including fiber coupling, lithographically defined
contacts, step function generation, ac coupling with dc bias and multi-connector probes.
Self-Characterization Results
One experiment consisted of a pulse generated on the probe via sliding contact excitation,
propagated through a taper, the contacts and detected on an SOS wafer with a matching
taper and transmission line. The resulting waveform had a FWHM of 3.5 ps, a corre-
sponding bandwidth greater than 250 GHz, and an amplitude of -1 mV and was very
clean with no significant observable ringing. The pulse width was most likely limited by
the photoconductor response and can possibly by decreased by improving the implant and
processing.
A second experiment involved two probes, beginning with a signal generated on a probe
and propagated through a contact, 1 mm of transmission line (DUT), the contacts of a
second probe, and 2 mm of transmission line. The signal was then sampled using side gap
detection. The resulting waveform had a FWHM of 5.7 ps with some slight ringing that is
associated with a ringing in the 1 mm of transmission line.
Photodetector Characterization Results
For optical response characterization of a GaAs photodetector, a single probe configuration
was used. Details of the diode structure and fabrication are not included here. All pho-
todetector experiments required the application of a voltage across the main transmission
line of the probe to reverse bias the photodetectors. The experiments also required the use
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of one beam of the sampling system for photodetector excitation while the second beam
triggered a sampling gap on the probe. The results of the following experiments illustrate
how the probes can be used to examine detailed electrical behavior of the photodiode.
One experiment consisted of varying the power of the pulses exciting the photodetector.
Results showed that as the pulse power was increased by a factor of 32, the pulse amplitude
increased by a factor of 25, the pulse rise-time was unaffected and remained at -10 ps, and
the pulse falltime was almost doubled due to carrier saturation effects.
A second experiment involved varying the bias voltage instead of the pulse power. Re-
sults showed that as the bias voltage increased the pulse amplitude increased (more carriers
were collected), the pulse rise-time again showed little effect, and the pulse fall-time de-
creased (larger drift field at higher bias).
3.2.5 Probe Applications
* Back-end-of-line (BEOL) and Package Characterization
- Delay
- Cross-Talk
- Coupled-Noise
- Discontinuities
* Device Characterization
- S-parameters
- (High-Speed) Optical Response
- Transmission Line Time-Domain Reflection (TDR) and Time-Domain Transmis-
sion (TDT) Delay Measurements
- Large-Signal Switching Response
Comments: BEOL is the topmost metallization, one step below packaging (a package
housing approximately 100 or so chips/devices). Optical response is applicable to devices
such as photodetectors. TDR and TDT experiments can include of characterizations at
different frequencies. S-parameters characterization is not straightforwardly applicable in
the probe characterization experiment since in the set-up it is not possible to look directly
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in the frequency domain. Instead, rather, an FFT of the output can be performed after a
small signal is sent into the system and the response is recorded.
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Chapter 4
Generation of High Amplitude,
Variable-Width Pulses for Device
Characterization
Although the original standard ultra-high-bandwidth detachable optoelectronic sampling
probe has the highest bandwidth of any probe available, provides a controlled contact to
the DUT that is reproducible and nondestructive to the testing site, and in the standard set-
up can generate pulses with 50 mV amplitudes and 5 ps widths, a few optimizimations to the
probe are necessary. The original probe does not address the issue of independent biasing
of the DUT nor does it provide the option of generating high amplitude pulses for DUTs
with high switching energies and variable-square-width pulses for observing a device turn
on and off. The optimizations, with these issues in mind, of the standard probes designed
and fabricated by the IBM High Speed Measurements Group under Michael Scheuermann
is the subject of this thesis.
All resources for this thesis were provided by the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research
Laboratory in Yorktown Heights, NY, with the exception of the access to MATLAB which
was provided by MIT and the access to SPICE which was provided by Klee Dienes, a former
graduate student at the MIT Media Lab.
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4.0.6 Independent Bias
Generally, CMOS technology requires 5.0 V for biasing purposes while IBM devices require
approximately 2.5-3.5 V. These voltages necessary for generating an electrical signal along
the main transmission line of the probe are much higher than any bias a DUT could need
or survive without severe damage. In the cases where only one probe is required for device
characterization or rather when generation and detection is desirable on a single probe, it
would be ideal to have a probe with at least two side lines instead of the standard one
side line. With extra side lines, one side line would sample, another would be available for
generation, and the middle line would be free for biasing the DUT. In addition to varying
the number of side lines on both sides of the main line, various transmission line types (i.e.
balanced, waveguide, unbalanced) need to be designed, fabricated, and tested to find the
best combination of side line number, side line placement with respect to the main line, and
type of lines for independent biasing.
4.0.7 Large-Amplitude Pulses
For characterizing the large signal switching response of a device, a pulse amplitude voltage
on the order of .6 V is the necessary standard signal amplitude for device switching. Half
of this voltage, .3 V, is the actual voltage that is necessary for switching since there is a
reflection of the generated signal at the gate of the DUT, and this reflection doubles the
pulse amplitude the DUT sees at the gate or opening. This necessary amplitude is much
higher than the standard original probe maximum generating pulse amplitude of 50 mV.
Increasing the probe's generation pulse amplitude while maintaining the probe's very short
pulse width would make possible finally a characterization of CMOSFETs in the high-pulse-
amplitude (.3+ V), short-pulse-width (couple picoseconds) switching regime that has never
before been characterized for these devices.
In fabrication the photoconductor switches are subjected to ion implantation or bom-
bardment to shorten pulse widths. Unfortunately, at the same time the pulse heights are
decreased. Two approaches need to be explored for generating larger amplitude pulses
with relatively short pulse-widths and thus compensating for the implantation pulse-height
damage:
* Probes with interdigitating fingers of metal extending from the transmission lines onto
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the photoconducting sites need to be designed, fabricated, and tested. These fingers
would create more transmission line surface area contact with the photoconducting
site and could cause more carriers to be swept to the line, creating a larger signal.
An extra advantage to this approach is the possibility of lowering the bias necessary
across the transmission line for generation (since the carriers are closer to the line),
addressing the issue of biasing a DUT on the same line used for generation without
damaging the DUT. Interdigitated fingers have been fabricated on photodetectors
before to increase the photodetector signal height.
* Probes with photoconducting sites of silicon germanium (SiGe) need to be designed,
fabricated, and tested. Ge has a higher absorption index at the wavelengths of interest
than Si, using more of the laser light to create more carriers to create a bigger signal.
SiGe could potentially increase the generated electrical signal by a factor of three or
more.
4.0.8 Variable-Width Pulses
Variable-square-width pulses would be useful for observing a DUT, such as a transistor,
switch on and off. Two possibilities for generating variable-square-width pulses need to be
explored:
* A spatial approach is to design, fabricate, and test various photoconducting site
lengths along the length of the transmission line under which the site is located.
* A temporal approach involves a probe with three side lines. Two of the side lines are
used for generation with the two generating photoconducting side switches requiring
low implant dosages for low carrier fall times that would approximate step functions
at either site. The first of these side lines is biased positively to create a positive
step function, and the second is biased negatively to create a negative step function.
With the right spacing between these two lines, the combined temporal effect is a
square pulse. The third photoconducting side gap used for sampling would have the
normal implant dosage. Such a probe needs to be designed, fabricated, and tested,
and the current two-beam measurement set-up used for the standard probe needs to
be modified to allow a third laser beam to be focused on the probe.
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4.1 Tasks Completed in the Alloted Co-op Assignment Pe-
riod
All fabrication details are found in Chapter 5.
4.1.1 Large-Amplitude via Interdigitated Fingers and Variable-Width via
Varied Photoconductor Site Lengths
Photoconducting finger sites mask, as well as all other masks, are designed by using the
Interactive Graphics System (IGS) at IBM. Below is an example of interdigitated fingers
sites.
Figure 4-1: Interdigitated Fingers
In addition to varying finger number, length, spacing, and width, the metal-space-metal
amounts at the photoconductor switch site are also varied. The metal is that of excess
transmission line metal extended over the site of interest for even more surface area contact
between the line and the switch (the default of the standard probe being 0--10-0 ms at
the photoconductor sites). The left illustration above shows excess transmission line metal
(not including the finger metal) overlapping a photoconductor site.
Interdigitated finger transmission line patterning masks with matching photoconductor
site patterning masks were designed and fabricated on Si wafers. These wafers include yet
another variable in the probe designs: variation of photoconductor site lengths that takes
care of the spatial approach for producing variable-square-width pulses. On the next page
is an illustration of a widened photoconductor site length.
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mu-
DFigure 4-2: Variable-Width Pulses
These SOS wafers with varied finger number, length, spacing, and width, metal-space-
metal amounts, and switch lengths do not contain the typical standard probe configurations.
The test probes found on several of these wafers consist of an array of long transmission
lines with tapered pads on each end and a photoconducting switch near each end - one
switch for sampling and another for generating. These wafers also contain very short lines
with a single photoconducting switch and with tapered pads on one end. On the long lines,
above each switch area, a metal side tab is found to sample from these areas. Side sampling
tabs are convenient when a probe is integrated in a chip and external probing via either
side of the transmission line is not desired. In addition to the long and short transmission
line designs, the wafers contain a few photodetector-like samples with no tapering between
the short detector transmission lines and the contact pads. Details of the wafers that were
designed and fabricated for this section are given below.
General details:
* Variables: finger number, finger length, finger spacing, finger width, metal-space-metal
amounts, and switch lengths (along the transmission line).
* Certain combinations such as smallest finger widths and smallest finger spacings on
the longest photoconductor switch sites of 1000 /lms were unreasonable and thus were
not done.
* Switch lengths: 10, 15, 30, 250, 500, 1000 pums.
* Metal-space-metal amounts: 4-8-4, 2-12-2, 0-16-0 Mms.
* Separation between fingers: 2, 3, 4 pms.
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* Finger widths: 1, 2, 3 lms. (an even number made of each)
* Transmission lines: 16 um metal strips separated by a 16 Mm space.
* Metal pads: 100 x 100 pms, tapers for 200 pms to the transmission line width of 16
Pms.
* Each photoconductor site area was increased in width and height to reach completely
under the transmission lines in one direction and to extend 5 Ams on each side of the
finger areas in the other direction.
* Smallest photoconducting switch area: 20 x 48 pms (latter number fixed and is the
switch width extending under the metal lines).
Long transmission line details:
* Transmission line length from end of taper on each side: 24400 Pms.
* Photoconductors found approximately one-third the way down the line from each end.
* Side sampling tabs:
- Contact pad: 100 x 100 pms.
- Thin metal strip, 64 pms long and 16 pms wide, extends off the contact pad.
- Space between thin metal strip to the main line is 3 pms.
- Switch connecting sampling tab metal strip and main line: width 26 pms (giving
5 pms extra switch area to each side of the strip). The strip covers -16 Alms of
the switch towards the main line. The switch joins the other photoconductor
under the main line.
* The short stubs on the long lines take care of impedance mismatch. Usually this
impedance mismatch is corrected on the standard probes with the tapering side line(s).
Miscellaneous details:
· The varying photoconductor site lengths (10 to 1000 pms) were calculated as follows:
Signal travels -1 mm in 10 ps. With the widest designed area 10 ps could potentially
be added to the generated signal, added to the rise and fall times of standard signals
generated by standard 10 m sites (these times include factors such as response of
photoconductor site).
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* Two reasons for making both short and long transmission line probes: impedance
differences and shining from front and back comparisons (shining from top, both
short and long; shining from bottom, short). Impedance of one switch on the long
lines should have no effect on what the probe sees at the other end. In general, the
impedance issue is more of a geometry issue.
* An overall reason for different probe and finger configurations is to get an idea of where
light accessibility and pulse amplitude trade-off with speed of carriers being swept up
by the line or the fingers and pulse width. Carrier lifetime and light wavelength play
a role.
* More finger area: less resistance. Sheet resistance = pl/A.
* On the first fabrication run, fingers on the short lines came out but shorts were
found on the fingers of the big line probes. A wide variety of finger and site width
combinations were successful on the short lines, making the long line finger disasters
more bearable.
* Some extra experimental lines samples were designed with the square-edged corners
of the fingers trimmed off diagonally. These extra details did not come out properly
in the actual fabrication process.
* The measurement system was readied for the spatial approach square pulse experi-
ment. This prepping included such tasks as the setting-up of various cylindrical lenses
- replacing the usual bi-convex and plano-convex lenses used - to spatially widen the
generating laser light for focussing on wider photoconducting sites. This widened
beam will be weaker, which should be taken into account when measurements begin.
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4.1.2 Large Amplitude: Si and SiGe Wafers
Three SiGe wafers with varying Si to Ge and Ge to Si gradings and amounts of the Ge
found in between the gradings were designed and fabricated, along with a couple control
SOS wafers. All of these wafers contained the standard probe configurations. The SiGe
wafers consisted of (in A):
* Wafer 1: 200 Si, 500 ramp, 2000 Ge, 500 ramp, Si on Sapphire.
* Wafer 2: 200 Si, 1000 ramp, 1000 Ge, 1000 ramp, 1200 Si, Sapphire.
* Wafer 3: 200 Si, 1000 grade (?) may be short, 1000 Ge, 1000 grade, 1200 Si, Sapphire.
Silicon Photoconductor SiGe Photoconductor SiGe Photoconductor
200 A Si Cap
500 A Ge to Si grade
1000 A Ge to Si grade
5 mun Si 1000 AGe 2000 A Ge
1000 A Si to Ge grade 500 A Si to Ge grade
1200 A Si 1200 A Si
Sapphire Substrate Sapphire Substrate Sapphire Substrate
Figure 4-3: Cross Section: Si and SiGe Photoconductors
Though details of the fabrication process are given in Chapter 5, the SiGe process briefly
went as follows:
* Began with SOS wafer with .5 microns Si
* Thermal oxide followed by a wet etch to keep surface smooth to grow epi
* Removed 1000 A1 of Si at a time
* MBE to grow Ge then Si again
In the future when experiments are conducted on the SiGe wafers, adjustments should
be made to compensate for the fact that SiGe will most likely slow down the signal since
the generated signal will be larger in both height and width. Sensitivity, carrier lifetime,
and switch response measurements are just a few of the future experiments that should be
conducted on the SiGe photoconductors for SiGe probe characterization. A study of what
happens to the semiconductor band structure when the grading goes from Ge to Si and
from Si to Ge would also be interesting.
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Figure 4-4: Three-Beam Set-Up for Square Pulse Generation
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4.1.3 Variable-Width: Three-Beam Set-Up for Square-Pulse Generation
On the previous page is an illustration of the three-beam set-up for square-pulse generation.
Below is a graph of the carrier lifetime versus ion-implantation dosage [5]. Generally in a
semiconductor r of carrier lifetime > r of carrier decay from defects and traps introduced
by ion implantation.
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Figure 4-5: Carrier Lifetime vs. Ion-Implantation Dose
The measurement system was readied for the temporal-approach variable-square-pulse
experiment by adding a three-beam option to the two-beam set-up. The three-beam set-up
consists of two beams for time-delayed generated pulses and one for sampling. To adjust
the set-up, much work was done designing and re-aligning new light path lengths with
retroreflectors and other optics and building a plexiglass box to hold the optics and scanner.
The original beam will be split three ways: 40% for detection and 60% for generation (30%
each generation site).
Things to bear in mind when experiments begin and after they are completed:
* With this approach, depending on the spacing between the generating switches, pulses
could perhaps be made both thinner (than typical pulse-width) or wider.
* The 3-beam set-up works provided the distance between the two step function sites is a
small enough distance such that the negative generated step function has enough time
to also arrive at the sample site without the combined square pulse being interrupted
with a new incoming generating laser pulse. Implantation affects carrier lifetime
which governs pulse duration element and pulse risetimes, which should be taken into
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account.
* A photogeneration response can look similar to a step function when the generating
site has a low enough implant. With implant, pulse amplitude is much lower and
pulse duration is very much shorter.
* Modelling and understanding the generation of a wide square pulse on the transmission
line and dynamically what happens when it propagates is an important step in analysis
and characterization. Using this model to find the best transmission line type and
design for wide square pulses would be the next step.
* Implant study (carrer lifetime vs. implant dose; sensitivity vs. implant dose).
4.1.4 Measurements and Observations
In addition to that which was accomplished above, many characterization measurements
were made on 7 samples from several SOS wafers. These wafers contain probes that stray
from the original standard probe design with new designs including varied transmission line
and side line types and varied numbers and locations of side lines. A few of these wafers
had been pre-designed and fabricated by Michael Scheuermann before the Co-op period.
The characterization measurements and observations made with these probes include
some addressing of the issues of independent biasing and of generating larger amplitude
pulses and (separately) pulses shaped like step functions for variable-square-width pulses.
A summary of observations is described in the subsections below, with greater detail given
to the measurements and observations in Chapter 6 and Chapter 9. A basic outline of the
observations made and probes characterized is given below:
* Balanced transmission line probe with side line(s)
* Balanced transmission line probe with side transmission lines
* Waveguide probe with side waveguides
* Step function
* Large signal
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Figure 4-6: New Probe Designs
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New Probe Designs and Enhancements for Independent Biasing and Large Am-
plitude Pulses
On the previous page is an illustration of the new probe designs: balanced transmission lines
with side line(s), balanced transmission lines with balanced side lines, and waveguides with
waveguide side lines. Locations and numbers of the side lines are varied. In the waveguide
illustration the grounds are wire-bonded together to increase continuity and reduce reflec-
tions, this particular side experiment producing positive results. Air-bridge gaps should be
explored in the future. The enhancements illustrations below show generation, detection,
and bias combinations on a single probe.
D
D=Detect
G=Generate
Figure 4-7: Enhancements
Several SOS wafers containing the above designs and enhancements were designed
and fabricated, and self-characterization measurements were made on these new probes.
Probes with multiple lines branching off the main line showed varying amounts of cou-
pling/capacitance in the measurements depending on the sites used for generation and
sampling. In general this coupling due to two or more side lines causes pulses to be wider
than expected. The least coupling was observed in the well-grounded wire-bonded waveg-
uide probes (air bridges instead of wire bonds are a future implementation). Measurements
on probes with multiple side lines showing gap capacitance/line coupling could be indicative
of an inductance between side lines or of effects such as a soliton effect from the spaced
switches or from the loading of the transmission line. In general, when a side line is not bal-
anced, side-gap generation produces a signal dragged out since there is no specific ground
around the site and line - the electromagnetic wave/pulse tends to want to couple with
another transmission line where there is a specific ground.
As far as addressing the DUT biasing issue, several observations were made. While
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biasing a DUT, small signal detection from the main line does not work thus far, this
failure likely due to the voltmeter's small resistor shunting the small current to be detected
- detection is usually on the order of 1 MIA and the voltmeter measuring the detected current
has an inner resistor of 10kQ that shunts .1 mA. (Shunting is aided by the fact that the
bias on the device pins the voltmeter at a particular voltage and the very small current
cannot affect this voltage reading, which is across a bigger resistor in the detecting circuit,
and is easily shunted and undetected.) This combination of detection and biasing from the
main line may be successful with large signals and is still under investigation.
For DUTs requiring only one probe for characterization measurements, the ideal biasing
situation would have generation and detection on two side lines and biasing on the main
line. So far this ideal is successful only with waveguides with waveguide side lines.
Step Function
In two separate experiments, one with an unbalanced probe with multiple side lines and
another with a balanced probe with multiple side lines, it appeared that a new, cheaper
way to generate step function signals, and ultimately variable-square-width pulses, was
discovered. Increasing optical power focused on the generating site appeared to anneal the
site. This effect was combined with increased bias voltage across the generating line that
led to switch breakdown and line shorting. Nice square pulses were generated, temporarily.
Side experiments proved this approach to be unstable and irreproducible.
Large Amplitude
As stated before, with a laser pulse power at 20 mW and pulse width at approximately 1.8
ps (2 ps autocorrelated), the typical electrical signals generated by the standard probe had
an amplitude of 50 mV and a width of 5 ps. Also from before, for characterizing large
signal switching response of a DUT, signal reflection at a DUT gate requires an incoming
switching signal of .3 V. By the end of the Co-op period signals with amplitudes of 200
mV were often observed and signals of 300 mV were less often but still observed with the
new probe designs and with improved optical power and a certain set-up.
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4.1.5 Miscellaneous Experiment-Oriented Tasks
* After a wafer is fabricated with finished probes, a probe needs to be properly diced
off the wafer and then grinded and polished twice at two angles at the tip. The first
angle is the bigger angle, and in the previous side view illustrations of the standard
probe the polished angles should be apparent. Also, the sides are polished from top
to bottom at the probe end where the gold contacts are located, the resulting probe
having a wider bottom than top when observed from the probe front.
* After the probe is polished, the probe is mounted and wire-bonded.
* Before and after each sample measurement:
- Photocurrents and resistances of each switch site (with and without laser beams)
checked and recorded.
- Laser beam power at various sites checked.
* Each day:
- Laser system turned on and warmed up, as well as the various power supplies,
amplifiers, etc. found in the measurement set-up. Early morning noise from the
laser was a problem, sometimes necessitating fewer numbers of data scans.
- The pulse compression fiber adjusted to make sure that the 4 W directly from
the laser (actually the power controller following the laser) into the fiber bundle
resulted in at least 3 W out of the compressor for constancy.
- Mirrors and various other optical parts cleaned and adjusted.
* Weekly:
- Optical fiber section found at the probe end of the measurement set-up needed
re-cutting, re-cleaving, and re-aligning to properly focus the laser beams onto
the lenses directly above the probe(s).
* The data analysis and data downloading system at IBM as well as the IBM Interactive
Graphics System (IGS) had to be learned.
* The laser lamp had to be replaced a couple of times, and attempts at placing a Faraday
isolator in the laser were made.
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* Various calibration experiments were conducted, such as photocurrent calibration with
a bias. Switch site photoconductivity versus optical power tests were conducted to find
the area of power where the photoconductor switch acts linearly. These experiments
included both generation and sampling sites, alternating or together, at maximum
photoconductivity and one-half photoconductivity.
* Some time-saving tricks learned such as power aimed at a switch was generally set at
10% or so of the possible maximum power value so that constancy was maintained.
4.2 Goals
An immediate goal is the analysis using the circuit analysis program SPICE of the self-
characterization data taken during the Co-op period from the SOS wafers containing the
probes with the new designs discussed above. This analysis includes simulations of what
shape generated pulses should have, depending on the geometry and the type of transmission
lines used. This analysis allows for a better understanding of the new probe designs - and
issues such as multiple side line coupling - and allows for improvement in their designs.
A goal that reaches further into the future is to create a device characterization menu
with different probes offering various pulse durations, shapes, and amplitudes, covering all
possible pulse regimes. Such a menu could specifically help create a large-signal model
for devices such as CMOS switches (FETs) that have never been modelled in that regime
before, using large pulses with short duration and rise- and fall-times. Another area of
interest is varying width (large or small amplitude) pulses especially square-shaped with
very sharp ends and edges. It would be interesting to see a device turn on and then be
quickly turned off - so far with the small width of the pulses, the input signal pulse has
died away by the time the device has fully responded, and the turn-off response of the
device is not fully observed. To realize this menu goal, data from experiments conducted
after the Co-op period using the three-beam set-up, the interdigitated fingers and varied
photoconducting sites wafers, and the SiGe wafers needs to be gathered. Transmission line
analysis can also be carried out on this data as was done on the data taken from the time of
the Co-op period to further understand and optimize the probe lines. Then the best probe
line for each menu characterization case can be found. A group of optimized probes based
on transmission line geometries/types and Si(Ge)/finger configurations can be placed in the
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"matching menu" that will match a certain characterization measurement of a DUT with
a probe possessing certain capabilities and characteristics.
Another goal that reaches even further into the future is to apply such a menu of probes
to characterization experiments with several DUTs, including the CMOS devices that need
characterization in the large signal switching regime.
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Chapter 5
Fabrication and Lithography
5.1 Basic Fabrication Outline
8 microns
SiGe
15 mils 20 microns
Sapphire
Figure 5-1: Typical Cross-Section of Probe Material
* Si or SiGe on sapphire wafer
* Spin on resist
* Expose with mask to define optically active areas
* Develop
* RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) to remove Si or SiGe not protected with patterned resist
* Strip off remaining resist
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* Deposit a Cr-Cu seed
* Spin on resist
* Expose with mask
* Develop
* Fill up transmission line pattern with Cu
* Strip off remaining resist
* Ion mill Cr-Cu seed layer
* Pattern and plate Cu
* Ion implant
5.1.1 Detailed Fabrication Outline
* Si or SiGe on 16 mil thick sapphire wafer
* Spin on resist
* Cover with photoconductor switch mask and expose resist to UV
* Rinse exposed resist off
* RIE to remove Si or SiGe not protected with patterned resist
* Strip off remaining resist
* Add thin CrCu layer over Si or SiGe on Sapphire
* Spin on resist
* Cover with transmission line mask and expose resist to UV
* Rinse exposed resist off
* Fill up transmission line pattern with Cu
* Strip off remaining resist
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· Thin layer of CrCu placed over everything
* More resist added
* Ion mill CrCu seed layer (CrCu layer placed over everything followed by resist and a
plating with Cu on top of blanket layer. Resist removed. Ion mill.)
* Wet etch thin Cu (depending on air bridges, etc.)
* Pattern and plate Cu onto CrCu layer
* Add Cu or Au contact bumps
* Ion implant
5.2 Materials Information
5.2.1 Si and SiGe
* Ge has a x4 sensitivity compared with Si at the wavelength of interest. Ge also has
better matched electron-hole ratios than Si which can compensate for a predicted
loss of speed in produced signal due to a theoretical sensitivity-speed trade-off. This
characteristic could actually improve the produced signal speed.
* SiGe is neither a compound nor an alloy. Ge is not a dopant nor an implant in SiGe.
* Ge is difficult to grow on most substrates, and Si adheres more readily to metal
contacts. Thus, Si is first grown (MBE) on the substrate followed by a linear grading
of Ge and then a linear grading back to Si. The metal contacts are then added to the
upper layer of Si, which can ohmically contact to aluminum, titanium, or copper.
* Substrates with different Ge/Si gradings are designed to discover the grading that
performs the best, is easiest to fabricate, and is the smoothest.
* The thickness of the Si/SiGe layer plus the transmission line metallization (minus the
gold bumps) is kept under 5000 A for implanting purposes.
* Initially believed the photoconducting material should be .1 ,Ams thick.
* Fairly thin films are less than a micron. Switches are thin, not bulk.
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5.2.2 Substrate
* Initially sapphire was not thought to be capable of surviving annealing (2072 Celsius).
* Dioxide (02) is used for the ion implantation. Ion implantation creates a material
that is less leaky, more resistive.
* Si and sapphire are not identical crystal lattices but are of the same lattice family
(001 010 100) and thus adhere to each other well.
* The substrate is sapphire, A12 03 , which has molecular weight 101.96, crystalline form,
properties, and index of refraction: col, hex, 1.768, 1.760, density or spec. gravity
3.96525, melting point 2072 Celsius, boiling point 2980. Substrates are generally made
of quartz (SiO2), an insulator with an energy band gap energy of 8 eV.
* SOS substrate created by Si seeded (or epi) onto sapphire. The substrate is initially
15 mils sapphire topped with 5000 (or 10000?) Si. A fabrication lab engineer
grows a thermal oxide on the Si followed by a wet etch, removing 1000 A1 of Si. The
procedure, which leaves a nice flat surface with which to work and on which to grow
epi, is repeated until the Si is 1000 1 thick for Ge/Si (MBE) grading purposes or 5000
A1 for pure Si photoconductor substrates.
5.3 Fabrication and Lithography Specifics
Key activities of the fabrication process include designing, MBE, resist, RIE (with Si), ion
milling (CrCu), wet etching (thin Cu), Cu plating, ion implantation, dicing, testing, anneal-
ing, mounting, wire-bonding, and polishing. The following include some of the spec's that
can be given in greater detail later if necessary: spec's on MBE growth, resists (including
resist types, wafer spinning speeds, whether the resist is positive or negative and soluble
or insoluble), resist strippers (acetone, etc.), lithography (including UV exposure times,
polarizations, light field which is done in clean room versus dark field), RIE, CrCu layer
spec's, plating, Cu filling and wet etching, ion milling. Some of these spec's can be found
in the IBM IPP Tool Requirements Process Description pamphlet and the AZ 4000 Series
Photoresists for Thick Film Applications pamphlet.
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5.3.1 Additional Fabrication Details
* Light polarization is the same in plating and in RIE.
* The photoconductor-on-sapphire switch patterning masks expose the resist on the Si
and SiGe photoconductor switches to UV. The non-exposed resist is initially washed
away. The Cu-on-substrate transmission line patterning masks expose all but the
transmission line patterns to UV, and the exposed resist is initially washed away.
* The masks are designed using IGS.
* Wire-bonding is done to connect probe to voltage pads and other low frequency/DC
pads and is also used directly on the actual probes to connect the grounds on balanced
probes, effectively creating non-balanced probes. Wire-bonding is done with a K&S
Wire Bonder.
* Wet etching (chemical etching) is isotropic and not very high resolution. Ion milling
is a non-chemical etch (dry etch) and thus is more anisotropic with higher resolution.
Other forms of etching involve plasmas, including plasma etching and RIE, the latter
being a chemical as well as physical etch.
* Annealing re-crystallizes the Si or SiGe after RIE, compensating for lattice damage
induced by ion implantation.
* Metal is placed down before ion implant because damage to the Si or SiGe surface
from the implant makes good contacting between the photoconductor and the metal
difficult.
5.4 Resists, Baking, Plating, and Lithography
5.4.1 Materials, Tools, and Processes
Photoresist #(S)1813 (.5 /ums resist for 3.0 /lms) is the thinner resist and is used with
the mask with photoconductor patterns. This resist is stripped with acetone. Photoresist
#(AZ)4620 (1 micron resist for 25 microns) is used for thicker patterning such as the
transmission line patterning.
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Machines used include a wafer spinner for resist application, a lithography machine and
lamp, and a baking oven.
Generally, before each lithography session, the spinner and the lithography machine and
lamp are set-up and the baking oven is preset to 85 C. The UV shutter on the lithography
machine is set to 9 mW/cm 2 , and the post-bake on all probes is 30 minutes. The devel-
opment process with S1813 requires 25% water in developer (less potent), several rinses
(fairly rigorous agitation) during development, and a development time of 40 seconds which
includes rinsing times. The resist application process with AZ4620 resist requires a spin
speed of 2000-2500 rpm to achieve a thickness of 8 to 9 microns.
The typical plating process is described below:
1. Clean in ammonium persulfate
2. Rinse in water
3. Sulfuric acid bath
4. Rinse in Water
5. Copper sulfate bath plus a smidgen of HCL (exact recipe is in IPP sheets)
6. Put cover on since additives seem to last longer when no air
7. 1+ hours
Following fabrication of the probes, the wafers are double polished on both sides. After
a tungsten scribing is performed to reveal the Si or SiGe side of the probe wafer, the Si side
is HF dipped to clean off the native oxide. Wafer dicers are then used to dice the wafer.
The masks used for lithography are photoconductor switch patterning masks and trans-
mission line patterning masks, and they are all designed using IGS. During the course of the
lithography experiments two sets of masks are used: a set of old and a set of new. The old
masks include the transmission line masks and corresponding site masks - designed by Mike
Scheuermann prior to the IBM Co-op assignment - of various transmission line configura-
tions (varied number of side probes, varied types of transmission lines) and the matching
photoconductor patterns. The new masks include the three-beam experiment transmission
line masks (and the matching photoconductor switch masks) and the interdigitated finger
line masks and switch masks.
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5.4.2 Brief Log
To become familiar with the lab and with the fabrication process, a test run was first done
by spinning photoresist (S1813) microposit on ablated copper at -1.5x1000 rpm for two
minutes to remove the dust from the copper and resist surface (since the room used was
not a clean room) and almost completely dry the resist.
A very-thick-resist experiment consisted of exposing a wafer to a 40-second UV exposure
and a 3-minute development, a second wafer to an 80-second exposure followed by a 3-minute
development, a third wafer to a 120-second exposure followed by a 2.5-minute development,
and a fourth to a 100-second exposure followed by a 2-minute development. The best result
was the second wafer with an 80-second exposure and a 3-minute development.
Another lithography batch or experiment consisted of using, in one day, the photo-
conductor switch masks, the transmission line masks, and the masks for other probes (in-
cluding probes with varied transmission line configurations). The transmission line masks
were used on a wafer of sapphire substrate and Cu (Ge Al) to test metal contact abilities.
Ohmic contact with the contact metallization was achieved with both Si and SiGe wafers.
These transmission line masks were also used on a very large sapphire substrate and Cu
(Ge) wafer. The photoconductor switch masks were used on five unpatterned SOS wafers.
The wafers were placed in the oven to bake for 45 minutes before exposure. Further side
lithography experiments involved two Cu-plastic/ablated wafers.
Further experiments included a thick resist experiment consisting of (for 9 Pms) a spin-
ning rate of 2.2k rpm for the resist application, a baking temperature of 85 C for 1 hour,
followed by an 18-second UV exposure. This thick resist experiment was carried out on
five patterned Si - two large wafers (350 C and 450 C - annealing temperatures). Un-
patterned SOS wafers, following resist and baking, were given a 3.5-second UV exposure
with a photoconductor switch mask and developed with MF-319 Microposit developer for
~40 sec followed by a 1-minute water rinse. This exposure time of 3.5 seconds was not
acceptable, and thus the experiment was repeated with another wafer using an exposure
time of 8 seconds. The wafer was then ready for RIE. Thicker resist experiments with the
metal transmission line masks were done successfully using 2.2k rpm resist application, 1
hour baking at 85 C, and a 15-second UV exposure.
Further S1813 resist experiments were successfully completed, with spinning speeds of
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1.5k rpm on six SOS wafers - three of older mask, three of newer mask. Wafer #1 and Wafer
#2 of the three SiGe wafers were processed under the same conditions (and with the new
mask) as the six SOS wafers. The wafers were baked at 85 to 90 C for 45 minutes. Before
the above wafers were processed, a large test wafer was processed to ensure the success of
the new masks, with resist applied at 2.5k (for thinner resist).
Experiments were continued with exposure set for only 7 seconds and at a little less
power than the previous experiments. These experiments finally yielded:
* three control SOS wafers with the old mask
* three SOS wafers with the new photoconductor switch masks
* three SiGe on sapphire wafers (with the varied gradings)
Due to inexperience with etching SiGe on sapphire wafers, the first attempts at processing
SiGe wafers were plagued with etching problems that were finally isolated and overcome.
The SiGe on sapphire wafers were exposed to UV for only 6 seconds because of greater back
reflection caused by the germanium and then developed from 30 to 40 seconds. A large
wafer was processed with the new metal transmission line mask containing the interdigitated
fingers. The fingers did not fabricate properly, since it is difficult to have simultaneously
thick resist for thick metal and thin resist for resolution of the finer fingers. A new resist
was ordered to take care of this problem. Experiments with the fingered masks and the new
resist as well as experiments exploring new (hand-) baking methods for RIE preparation
should be conducted after the IBM on-location Co-op assignment.
Plating experiments yielded 1 m/minute, with the current strips taking approxi-
mately an hour (5 square cm strips plating at 50 mA/cm 2). The Ge wafer plating process
(250 mA/cm 2 ), that should also be completed after the IBM on-location Co-op assignment,
should be approximately one minute in duration.
Since the switch sights are so small, to aid in dark field alignment and to allow one to
observe the etching of the photoconducting material, relatively large rectangular sites are
designed on the switch mask, along with the regular switch sites. Wafers are three inches
in diameter, with .3 cm boundary for holding purposes.
At the end of the alloted Co-op time period, several processes or tasks were still in-
complete. Four wafers of different finger/site width configurations that were plated need
chromium removed and an ion implant. The Ge wafer of these four wafers had the worst
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results with fingers that were totally unsatisfactory. This result is perhaps due to grain
boundaries or not removing sufficient resist or a poor Cu ion mill. There are two remaining
Ge wafers with which to work. Another incomplete wafer is a new wafer made specifically
for the three-beam measurement system. The wafer used for measurement-taking during
the Co-op period, containing many side lines for possible two-beam side line generation,
contained many shorts on the probes. The new wafer needs an ion implant which may be
performed after the gold bumps are added. Gold bumps followed by the implant has not
been attempted before.
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Chapter 6
Measurements and Observations
6.1 First Measurements with Original Standard Probe
At the beginning of the summer and the start of the Co-op period, characterization (TDT
and TDR) measurements were taken on a wafer containing an array of alternating short and
long transmission lines with the original standard detachable optoelectronic probe. These
measurements show coupling and electromagnetic interference in the side-by-side lines. The
ringings in the measurements were not reflections but interference (electromagnetic shock
wave coherently coupling to other lines). Measurements were done by launching pulses on
one line and then detecting from the same line or one or two lines over.
6.2 Self-Characterization Measurements on Probes Con-
taining New Transmission Line Configurations
As stated in Chapter 4, the new probes that were characterized plus the significant obser-
vations made during these experiments during the Co-op period are listed below:
* Balanced transmission line probe with side line(s)
* Balanced transmission line probe with side transmission lines
* Waveguide probe with side waveguides
* Step function
* Large signal
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6.2.1 Measurement Set-Up Information
In most sampling set-ups, two voltmeter/amplifiers in series were used to amplify the sam-
pled signal. These amplifiers were generally in series with a 10k resistor (and possibly also
in series with a couple 9-V batteries to increase the signal), in addition to the inner 10k
resistor parallel with their inputs. The second amplifier led directly to a computer recording
the data. Signal generating circuits consisted of a resistor (usually 300kQ) in series with
several (often five) 9-V batteries and the transmission line. A typical bias circuit when
a bias was applied to a sample's main line for future DUT biasing usually consisted of a
resistor of 560Q in series with 1.5 V.
Data sheets are provided following graphs found in this chapter. These sheets provide
amplifier settings, the transmission line conductors that are grounded, sampling circuit
information, generating circuit information, bias circuit information, switch site photocur-
rent and resistance readings prior to measurements, laser power, maximum photocurrent
possible per switch, and location of sampling and generating beams.
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6.3 Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Line(s)
6.3.1 Sample 1
This example is interesting because it shows a difference in signal shape when generation
is done from a side line versus along the main line of a balanced transmission line probe.
Consider, for example, the circuit below (Figure 6-1); inspection of the measured voltage
signals and reflections shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show that the measured pulses are more
sharply defined when generation is along the main line (this is roughly a 10% effect, i.e. see
FWHM on graphs). This effect was not thought to be due to differences in impedance since
the main line and side line are supposed to have the same impedance. It was proposed that
a weak coupling between the side line and the main line ground is the cause in the case of
side line generation.
Side
Inner
Outer
Figure 6-1: Sample 1: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Line
Probe Balanced, coplanar main transmission line with skinny, balanced, noncoplanar side
line.
Two Switches Main line, side gap. Side gap switch is a blob created by photoconductor
paint.
Datafiles 1-18
Pulses generated from the side gap and detected along the main line were wider with
a taller reflected signal than when generation was done along the middle and sampling
was done from the side. Different switch capacitances and coupling from the side line are
probable causes of this observation. Also, increased photocurrent (increased focussing of
the laser pulse onto the photoconducting site) of the generating and sampling sites yielded
higher signal reflection amplitudes.
These two observations are illustrated by the two datafiles below.
Graph 1 Datafile 7. Generation (G): between lines. Detection (D): side gap.
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Graph 2 Datafile 8. G: side gap. D: between lines. Higher photocurrent is measured on
both sites prior to this particular measurement.
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TIME (ps)
Figure 6-2: Datafile 7
data8
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-3: Datafile 8
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DATA7 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 2K .03 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 20 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLI: 10K
sampling between lines: side/inner
GROUND: inner
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage:
generating between: inner/outer
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: .5 (X 200) side/inner
SITE 2: .51 (X 200) inner/outer
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: side/inner
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: inner/outer
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB01
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: side-inner 160M; inner-outer 22M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: front (not common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA8 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 2K .03 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 20 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: outer/inner
GROUND: inner
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage:
generating between: side/inner
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: .678 (X 200) side/inner
SITE 2: .678 (X 200) inner/outer
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: side/inner
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: inner/outer
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB01
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: side-inner 160M; inner-outer 22M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: front (not common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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6.4 Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Transmis-
sion Lines
6.4.1 Sample 6
Test measurements would be more convenient if generation and sampling could be done
solely by side lines, leaving the main line open for DUT biasing. However, this approach
does not work properly in most samples because of side line coupling, as will be shown in
this example. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 6-4; if the signal is generated on G2 and
measured along the main line, the resulting signal is relatively well-defined (as illustrated in
Figure 6-5, the first pulse is direct and the second is the pulse reflected from the probe tip).
If the signal is generated on G2 and instead measured on G1 then the result is severely
degraded (Figure 6-6, the first pulse is the direct signal, the third pulse is the reflected
signal, and the middle peak is thought to be due to coupling between the side lines).
GI
G2
G3
inner
outer
Figure 6-4: Sample 6: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Transmission Lines
Probe Balanced, coplanar main transmission line with skinny, balanced, side transmission
lines. This sample is from a different wafer than Sample 1.
Four Switches G1, G2, G3, across main line
Datafiles 40-58
Pulses generated along the main line and detected from one of the side lines or vice
versa yielded measured signals with the usual two peaks - the actual generated signal and
its reflection from the end of the probe. However, if generation and detection are both
conducted from side lines, the measured signal contains three peaks with the additional
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peak found between the actual and reflected pulses. This extra peak is possibly the result
of coupling among the side lines, due to poorly-defined grounds. In some instances the third
peak completely fills the space between the two outer peaks, providing a clean "squarish"
pulse.
At one point during the measurement-taking experiments of this sample, too much
voltage was placed in the generating circuit across one of the sites (the site along the main
line). A temporary step function and its reflection were observed. The "short" damage to
the site was also temporary. Probable cause for the step function: the generating site had
too low an implant dosage.
A general observation was that different side/side generation/detection combinations
showed varying amounts of coupling due to the different side line locations, geometries, and
switch capacitances.
Datafile 47 below illustrates the three-peak signal associated with side-generation/side-
sampling, while Datafile 48 illustrates the usual two-peak signal associated with main line
sampling or generation. Also, the ideal bias idea with multiple side lines is illustrated.
Graph 1 Datafile 48. G: G2-I. D: I-O.
Graph 2 Datafile 47. G: G2-I. D: G1-I.
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data48
Figure 6-5: Datafile 48
data47
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-6: Datafile 47
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DATA48 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 20 .03 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: o/i
GROUND: G1, G3, G, i
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 63 V
generating between: G2/i
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: G2/i
SITE 2: i/o
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: G2/i
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: i/o
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB06
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: i-G2 4.7M; i-G3 9.1M; i-o 14M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 9 (X 200)
SITE 2: 4.38 (X 500)
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA47 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 500 .03 10K AC
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 10K
sampling between lines: G1/i
GROUND: G3, G, i, o
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 63 V
generating between: G2/i
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: G2/i
SITE 2: G1/i
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: G2/i
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: G1/i
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB06
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: i-G2 4.7M; i-G3 9.1M; i-o 14M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 8.9 (X 200)
SITE 2: .415 (X 200)
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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After Sample 6, the overall lab measurement set-up was adjusted to accommodate two-
beam generation. At the same time an annealing experiment was done with Sample 9, a
probe similar to Sample 2 with a coplanar waveguide main line and side lines. The reasoning
behind the experiment was the following: in general the samples had been generating rather
wide pulses, with the lowest width 10 ps. The cause for these wide pulses was believed to
be accidental annealling of the silicon with too much optical power. Annealing experiments
did not produce important results with this sample since Sample 9 turned out to be a
poorly fabricated sample. It was later discovered in other sample annealing experiments
that annealing was not the cause of the wide pulse generation since annealing was not
occuring.
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6.4.2 Sample 4
From earlier measurements described above, it was found that generating and detecting
both from side lines produced results showing degradation due to possible side-line/side-
line coupling. One possible way to avoid this is to isolate the side lines by moving them
to opposite sides of the main line. This was tested using the circuit illustrated in Figure
6-7. In the first voltage measurement shown in Figure 6-8, the signal was generated along
the main line and detected on S3, producing sharp and acceptable results (the first pulse
is direct and the second pulse is reflected). In the second voltage measurement shown in
Figure 6-9, the signal was generated along S2 and detected on S3, producing results that
are clearly degraded. The first pulse of this second measurement is the direct signal (it is
clearly broadened). The reflected signal shows effects of side-line coupling to S1.
S1
S3
Figure 6-7: Sample 4: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Transmission Lines
Probe Balanced, coplanar main transmission line with coplanar, balanced side transmis-
sion lines. This sample is from the same wafer as Sample 6.
Four Switches S1, S2, S3, L2
Datafiles 19-32
Again it was observed that with multiple-side-line probes, using side lines for both
generation and detection did not produce clean two-pulse measured signals. Instead, signals
with three peaks are generally observed when the side lines are on the same side of the main
line, and signals with a more bizarre form of coupling are observed when the side lines used
are on opposite sides of the main line (Datafile 22 below). Datafile 23 illustrates the clean,
two-peak signal resulting from using the main line in the generating/sampling set-up.
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Graph 1 Datafile 23. G: L1-L2; D: S3-L2.
Graph 2 Datafile 22. G: S2-L1; D: S3-L2.
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data23
Figure 6-8: Datafile 23
data22
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-9: Datafile 22
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DATA23 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 50 .03 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: S3/L2
GROUND: L2
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage:
generating between: L1/L2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1:
SITE 2:
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: L1/L2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB04
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 9M; S2-L1 23M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA22 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 50 .03 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 10K
sampling between lines: S3/L2
GROUND: L1, L2
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage:
generating between: S2/L1
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1:
SITE 2:
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: S2/L1
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB04
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 9M; S2-L1 23M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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As explained at length above, thin pulses of high amplitude (.3 V) were sought after
by the High-Speed Measurements Group for large-signal characterization of CMOSFETs.
Using optimized optical power on switch S3 of the circuit in Figure 6-7, while generating
from S3 and detecting along the main line, pulses of .3 V were produced as seen in the
voltage measurement of Figure 6-10 below. This figure also illustrates the use of the main
line as detector and biaser, with a bias of 1.5 V for future DUT biasing, evident in the
figure.
Graph Datafile 29. G: S3-L2. D: L1-L2.
1.8
1.75
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data29
0 5 1 1 2 2
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-10: Datafile 29
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DATA29 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1:
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1:
sampling between lines:
GROUND:
GENERATING CKT: resistor:
voltage:
generating between:
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1:
SITE 2:
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between:
chopped:
GENERATING BEAM: between:
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB04
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 9M; S2-L1 23M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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In general, with this sample, it was found that biasing the main line while using the line
for generation or detection did not damage the signal. Also, an observation similar to one
made with Sample 1 was made here: generating along a main line and sampling from the
side yields taller, thinner pulses than the reverse situation.
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6.4.3 Sample 5
From measurements described above, it was found that generating and detecting solely
from side lines on either the same side of the main line or on opposite sides of the main
line produced results showing degradation due to possible side-line/side-line coupling. The
use of the circuit below in Figure 6-11 is no exception: generation along the main line
and detection on L1 produce clean results (the first pulse is direct and the second pulse
is the reflection) as seen in the voltage measurement of Figure 6-12. Generation on L2
and detection on L1 produce poor results indicative of side-line/side-line coupling shown in
Figure 6-13.
L1
L2
L3
L4
Figure 6-11: Sample 5: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Transmission Lines
Probe Balanced, coplanar main transmission line with balanced, coplanar side transmis-
sion lines. Probe similar to Sample 4.
Three Switches L1, L2, across main line (L3-L4)
Datafiles 59-78
With this sample the three-peak signal, due to poorly-defined side line grounds and cou-
pling between the side lines, was observed again in side-generation/side-detection (Datafile
61). The typical two-pulse signal is seen in Datafile 62, with the main line used for genera-
tion.
Graph 1 Datafile 62. G: L3-L4. D: L1-L3.
Graph 2 Datafile 61. G: L2-L3. D: L1-L3.
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data62.dat
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-12: Datafile 62
data61
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-13: Datafile 61
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DATA62 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 1K .03 3K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K AC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: L1/L3
GROUND: L2, L3, G
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 72 V
generating between: L3/L4
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: .33 (X 500) L1/L3
SITE 2: .21 (X 500) L3/L4
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: L1/L3
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: L3/L4
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB05
LASER POWER: 3 W
RESISTANCE: L1-L3 4.4M; L2-L3 2.45M; L3-L4 .699M
(not sure if consistent)
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: .68 (X 500)
SITE 2: .365 (X 100)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 14 (X 2)
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 20 (X 2)
l LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA61 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 200 .03 3K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K AC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL: 10K
sampling between lines: L1/L3
GROUND: L3, G, L4
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 72 V
generating between: L2/L3
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: .65 (X 500) L1/L3
SITE 2: .73 (X 500) L2/L3
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: L1/L3
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: L2/L3
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB05
LASER POWER: 3 W
RESISTANCE: L1-L3 4.4M; L2-L3 2.45M; L3-L4 .699M
(not sure if consistent)
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: .67 (X 500)
SITE 2: 3.6 (X 50)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 14 (X 2)
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 20 (X 2)
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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A side annealling experiment was conducted on this sample. It was concluded that
changing (increasing) optical power on a switch did not repair (anneal) switch site im-
plant damage to create step functions or cause irreversible changes in signals. Other side
experiments included increasing voltage in the generating circuit of the sample to see if
the generating site could be damaged "effectively" to produce reproducible step functions.
These experiments were unsuccessful.
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6.4.4 Sample 10
DUT test measurements would be more easily conducted if only side lines of a probe were
used for signal generating and sampling, leaving the main line open for DUT biasing. Once
again it is found that with balanced transmission line probes with side transmission lines
this side-line-only set-up is unsuccessful due to side-line/side-line coupling, regardless of
whether the side lines are located on the same side of the probe main line or on opposite
sides of the main line. This was tested on the circuit shown below in Figure 6-14. Figure
6-15 is the voltage measurement produced when generating a signal on S2 and detecting on
S1. Figure 6-16 is the measurement produced when generating on S3 and detecting on S1.
Figure 6-17 is produced when generating on S3 and detecting on S2. All three measurements
are made by generating and sampling with only side lines, and all three measurements show
poor results.
S1
S2 
LI
L2
S3
Figure 6-14: Sample 10: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Side Transmission Lines
Probe Balanced, coplanar main transmission line with balanced, coplanar side transmis-
sion lines. Similar to Sample 4 and Sample 5.
Four Switches S1, S2, S3, across main line (L1-L2)
Datafiles 79-92
Again it was observed that three peaks appear with side-generation/side-detection in
multiple-side-line, balanced transmission line probes. Additionally, with this particular
probe, generating or detecting even with the main line produced a small third peak. All
three datafiles below are side-side set-ups, and similar results as before can be seen: the
three-peak signals from using side lines from the same side of the main line (Datafile 79)
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and the more bizarre coupling resulting from using side lines on opposite sides of the main
line (Datafiles 81 and 83). Different side line capacitances, switch capacitances, and side
line locations with respect to one another must all play a major role in the wide range of
signals shown in the graphs below.
Graph 1 Datafile 79. G: S2-L1. D: S1-L1.
Graph 2 Datafile 81. G: S3-L2. D: S1-L1.
Graph 3 Datafile 83. G: S3-L2. D: S2-L1.
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data79.dat
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-15: Datafile 79
data81.dat
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-16: Datafile 81
data83.dat
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-17: Datafile 83
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DATA79 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 100 DC 3K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: S1/L1
GROUND: G, L1, L2, S3
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 36 V
generating between: S2/L1
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: 1.25 (X 200) S1/L1
SITE 2: 3.9 (X 200) S2/L1
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: L1/S1
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: L1/S2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB10
LASER POWER: 3.5 W
after fiber, power appr 2.4, + atten right after scanner box
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 2.45M; S2-L1 64.5M; S3-L2 23.5M;L1-L2 1.28M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 1.25 (X 200)
SITE 2: 3.99 (X 200)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 15 (X 2)
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 20 (X 2)
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA81 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 500 DC 3K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 10K
sampling between lines: S1/L1
GROUND: G, S2, L1, L2
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 36 V
generating between: S3/L2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: 1.16 (X 200) S1/L1
SITE 2: 3 (X 200) S3/L2
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: L1/S
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB10
LASER POWER: 3.5 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 2.45M; S2-L1 64.5M; S3-L2 23.5M;L1-L2 1.28M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 1.25 (X 200)
SITE 2: 3.3 (X 200)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 15
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 20
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA83 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 500 DC 3K DC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 10K
sampling between lines: S2/L1
GROUND: G, Si, Li, L2
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 36 V
generating between: S3/L2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: S2/L1
SITE 2: S3/L2
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S2/L1
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB10
LASER POWER: 3.5 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 2.45M; S2-L1 64.5M; S3-L2 23.5M;Li-L2 1.28M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 3.8 (X 200)
SITE 2: 3.3 (X 200)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 15
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 20
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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Also, with this sample, an attempt to observe a site "blow up" - yield damage-induced,
permanent step functions - was made, and thus the measurement-taking experiments were
begun with low optical power and low voltage in the generating circuit and slowly built up
throughout the Sample 10 experiment. This step function experiment was not successful
in that the "blow up" of the sites appeared to be only high-voltage breakdown, nonlinear
effects. Thus, there is still no possibility of a method to produce step functions that is
cheaper and less complicated than the proposed three-beam experiments and the proposed
extended photoconductor sites experiments.
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Sample 10 with Wire-Bonds
The grounds of the circuit in Figure 6-14 are now wire-bonded to produce the circuit in
Figure 6-18 below. This adjustment was made to clear up a problem that was observed
in the original circuit before wire-bonding: generating or detecting even with the main
line produced results that showed a coupling (poor results) seen before only in side-line-
generation and side-line-detection measurement set-ups. The wire-bonding more clearly
defined the side-line grounds and made clean main-line detection and generation possible.
Figure 6-19 is a voltage measurement taken before wire-bonding with generation along the
main line and detection on S3. Figure 6-20 is a measurement taken after wire-bonding also
with generation on the main line and detection on S3. In the measurements the first pulse
is direct while the second pulse is the reflection from the probe tip. In the latter figure there
is less ringing and less signal tail amplitude.
S1
S2
LI
L2
S3
Figure 6-18: Sample 10: Balanced Transmission Line Probe with Newly Wire-Bonded,
Unbalanced Side Transmission Lines
Probe Balanced transmission line probe with wire-bonded (unbalanced) side transmission
lines.
Four Switches S1, S2, S3, across main line (L1-L2)
Datafiles 93-98
Balanced lines are lines that consist of two symmetrical conductors and a separate
voltage ground, or voltage reference; the voltages on each conductor are equal in magnitude
and opposite in sign when referred to the ground line. Unbalanced lines are lines that consist
of two conductors with one of the conductors used as the voltage reference or ground; the
voltage on the nonreference wire is the only nonzero voltage present.
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Although in most all measurement situations with all the probes measured during the
Co-op period, the side lines and main lines were used as unbalanced lines (one conductor
used to bias with respect to the other one that was grounded), the side and main lines acted
balanced due to poorly-defined grounding. These "balanced" lines easily coupled to other
side line and main line voltage conductors and ground conductors yielding strange results.
The figure above illustrates how the side line grounds of Sample 10 were finally wire-
bonded together and well-defined, and thus these side lines were forced to act unbalanced
and to not couple with the conductors of neighboring lines. The results were as follows:
with less signal coupling/capacitance occuring it was possible to generate or detect with the
main line without a third peak present in the signal as seen in this sample prior to wire-
bonding. Also noted was an overall decrease in signal ringing and signal tail amplitude,
that results from excess signal coupling and capacitance.
Datafile 92 is taken from the sample before wire-bonding, and Datafile 94 is taken from
the sample after wire-bonding of the side line grounds. The latter graph shows a lower
amplitude signal tail, less coupling, and less ringing.
Graph 1 Datafile 92. G: L1-L2. D: S3-L2.
Graph 2 Datafile 94. G: L1-L2. D: S3-L2.
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TIME (ps)
Figure 6-19: Datafile 92
data94.dat
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-20: Datafile 94
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DATA92 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 100 DC 3K AC
AMPLIFIER 2: 10 .03 3K DC
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 10K
sampling between lines: S3/L2
GROUND: G, S1, S2(?), L2
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 72 V
generating between: L1/L2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1:
SITE 2:
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: no
GENERATING BEAM: between: L1/L2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MBO1
LASER POWER: 3.5 W
RESISTANCE: S1-L1 OL; S2-L1 900
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: no more attenuator
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: no more attenuator
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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DATA94 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 5K
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPL1: 10K
sampling between lines: S3/L2
GROUND: L2, S1
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 45 V
generating between: L1/L2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: S3/L2
SITE 2: L1/L2
BIASING: resistor:
voltage:
between:
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: L1/L2
chopped: yes
GENERATING BEAM: between: S3/L2
chopped: no
SAMPLE: MB10
LASER POWER: 3.5 W (2.5 after fiber)
RESISTANCE: L1-L2 2M; S1-L1 1.3K; S3-L2 90M
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1: 4.1 (X 500)
SITE 2: 3.36 (X 500)
light from: back (common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER: 28 (X 2)
LENS: FL appr 17 mm
GENERATING BEAM: POWER: 40 (X 2)
LENS: FL appr 17 mm
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6.5 Waveguide Probe with Side Waveguides
6.5.1 Sample 2
As explained in detail above, for ideal DUT testing it would be best to use only a probe's side
lines for generating and detecting signals, leaving the main line open for device biasing. The
circuit below in Figure 6-21 was interesting because it was the only probe tested consisting
of a waveguide main line and waveguide side lines. The circuit was also interesting because
it was the only circuit capable of using only side lines in a measurement set-up without any
side-line/side-line coupling evident as in previous circuit measurements. These clean results
can be seen in Figure 6-22 where two distinct pulses can be seen, the first the direct pulse
and the second the reflection, using side line switch S3 for generation and side line switch
S1 for detection. A possible explanation for this success is the well-defined, wire-bonded
grounds of the waveguides that hindered coupling.
G
Si
S
S2
1Q11
onds
G
Figure 6-21: Sample 2: Waveguide Probe with Side Waveguides
Probe Coplanar waveguide main line with coplanar side waveguide lines. From same wafer
as Sample 4 and Sample 6.
Four Switches S, S1, S2, S3
Datafiles 33-39
In this waveguide sample, the grounds across each switch or line are wire-bonded to-
gether for continuity, no reflections, a better-defined ground, and less coupling. This well-
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grounded sample was able to successfully generate and sample clean signals without a third
peak using only side lines, as seen in Datafile 33 below. As a result, the ideal biasing situa-
tion is now possible, and in all measurements of this sample a bias of 1.5 V is found across
the main line (for future DUT biasing).
In general, the pulses observed were wider than with previous samples.
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Graph Datafile 33. G: S3-S2. D: S1-S2.
data33
TIME (ps)
0
Figure 6-22: Datafile 33
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DATA33 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 200 DC 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 50K
sampling between lines: S1/S2
GROUND: G, S2, G
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 81 V
generating between: S3/S2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: 3.1 (X 200) S1/S2
SITE 2: 3 (X 200) S2/S3
BIASING: resistor: 560
voltage: 1.5 V
between: S1/S2
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S2/S3
chopped:
GENERATING BEAM: between: S1/S2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB02
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE:
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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A step function was accidentally generated on switch S3 in the circuit of Figure 6-21
when the voltage across the switch was increased and the optical power focussed on the
generating site optimized. The voltage step function is seen below with its reflection in
Figure 6-23, generated on side line S3 and detected on side line S1. The graph is in real
volts and shows a bias of 1.5 V possible across a DUT. The bias could be increased although
a, combination of increased voltage and higher optical power can badly damage the switch.
The relatively high amplitude of the step function should be noted, as well as the fact that
again the waveguide probe allowed for clean detection and generation from the side lines.
Graph Datafile 38. G: S3-S2. D: S1-S2.
data38
0 50 100 150 200 250I 300
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
TIME (ps)
Figure 6-23: Datafile 38
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DATA38 gain: high pass: low pass: AC/GND/DC:
AMPLIFIER 1: 200 DC 10K DC
AMPLIFIER 2:
INPUT CKT: resistor across AMPLi: 50K
sampling between lines: S1/S2
GROUND: G, S2, G
GENERATING CKT: resistor: 10K
voltage: 81 V
generating between: S3/S2
PHOTOCURRENT: current: between:
SITE 1: 8 (X 500) S1/S2
SITE 2: 9 (X 500) S2/S3
BIASING: resistor: 560
voltage: 1.5 V
between: S1/S2
SAMPLING/SCANNED BEAM: between: S2/S3I: ~ chopped:
GENERATING BEAM: between: S1/S2
chopped: yes
SAMPLE: MB02
LASER POWER: 4.0 W
RESISTANCE:
MAXIMUM PHOTOCURRENT: SITE 1:
SITE 2:
light from: back (more common)
SAMPLING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: BC 6 mm D, 8 mm FL
GENERATING BEAM: POWER:
LENS: PC 6.3 mm D, 17 mm FL
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6.6 Auto-Correlation of the Laser Pulse
data53.dat
50 100 150
TIME (ps)
200 250 300
Figure 6-24: Datafile 53
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Chapter 7
Analysis
Detailed simulations of the transmission line properties are difficult. Some dispersion due
to resistive losses may be observed, though in the case of the optoelectronic probes the
line resistance was kept low to minimize the effect. It is more interesting to simulate what
shape the generated pulse will have. The pulse shape will depend on the geometry and
the type of transmission lines used. To model pulse generation and propagation a lumped
model representing the pulse generation regions (i.e. capacities parasitics of the sidegaps
and side transmission lines) needs to be created in addition to a very simple model for the
transmission lines.
The first section below models the photoconducting site pulse generation. The second
section first describes a simple theoretical model for a transmission line including such
factors as series loss and pulse propagation along the line. The second part of this section
describes an experimental approach for characterizing resistive transmission lines using
short-pulse propagation.
7.1 Picosecond Photoconductors
The most common picosecond photoconductor device design uses the electrodes of a pho-
toconductor as a part of a high-speed transmission line, coupling the photocurrent directly
to the line. Transmission lines that can be used are microstrip, coplanar strip, coplanar
waveguide, or coaxial lines. Typically, the design includes an insulating substrate, which
can be the photoconductor if it is semi-insulating, topped with photoconducting material
followed by metallic electrodes that form a transmission line. Picosecond light pulses are
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focused on the photoconductor's active region, generally found in a gap in the metal.
Precise analysis of the voltage waveform created on the transmission line is difficult,
requiring the solution of the time-varying electromagnetic equations for the electric field
produced by the radiating currents and charges in the gap [1]. However, if the dimensions
of the gap and transmission line cross section are small compared to the distance an electro-
magnetic signal travels in the time equal to the electrical pulse duration, a more advisable
analysis method is to ignore retardation effects and represent the photoconductor by time-
varying macroscopic circuit elements: embed a time-varying conductant G(t) in parallel
with a static capacitance Cg in the transmission line. The sensitivity is proportional to
(gaplenth)2, and as the gap gets smaller the capacitance increases logarithmically, making it
possible to use very small gap lengths to make sensitive photoconductors without apprecia-
ble loss of speed. Theoretical estimates of Cg for microwave applications have been made.
A shunt capacitance which may exist in some analyses will not be included in this model
because of its generally negligible size [1]. A general expression for G(t) is written in the
equation below, derived from the rate of dissipation of electrical energy:
Gvg = diE J, (7.1)
where vg is the voltage across the photoconducting gap, E(x) is the electric field distribution
in the gap, and J is the current density. Plugging in Ohm's Law, J = aE, the equation
becomes
1G(t) dxE (7.2)
Dividing G into a dark conductance and a time-varying photoconductance, G = Go + g(t),
and using the following equation Jdrift = q(lAnne + ppnh)E, the photoconductance can be
written
g(t)= - J dx(neen + nheap)lE]2. (7.3)
The electron and hole densities ne,h are equal at t = 0 before excitation. However, due
to drift and different capture rates by defect sites, the two carrier densities may develop
differently after excitation. The following equation gives the values of the carrier densities
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at t = 0+ after an optical pulse of negligible duration strikes the photoconductor at t = 0:
ne,h(t = 0+) = (1-R)W(x, y)e(7.4)hw
R - reflectivity of photoconductor surface, a - optical absorption constant, W =_ incident
optical pulse energy per unit area, and hw _ energy of one photon.
E(x) is dependent upon the photoconductor geometry, the excited carrier distribution
which is important in this high-injection regime typical of picosecond photoconductors, and
the electrical contacts if they are not ohmic [1].
7.1.1 Response of an Ideal Photoconductor in a Transmission Line
Straightforward application of circuit laws yields the photoconductor response vt to an
arbitrary incident signal vi and conductance G(t). The effective load seen by the photo-
conductor is the transmission line characteristic impedance Z. The instantaneous voltage
across the gap v9 is described in the first equation below, and from this equation, due to the
travelling wave nature of the electrical signals, the reflected and transmitted wave equations
can be calculated [1].
C9 dv, 1 [1 + 2ZG(t)]vg(t) = vi(t) (7.5)
vr(t) = vg(t) (7.6)
vt(t) = vi(t)- v9(t) (7.7)
7.1.2 Photoconducting Electrical-Pulse Generators
The response of an ideal photoconductor in a transmission line given a step-function con-
ductance, or optical excitation, G(t) = Glu_l(t) and a constant bias vi(t) = Vb can be
calculated using (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7) [1]:
Vb 2Z G 1 1 G1
vt(t) = (2 )[Z 1 - exp[-( 1 + G)t]} (7.8)1 + 2ZoG1 2Zg Cg
There are two noteworthy photoconductance regimes. The small signal or linear response
regime (small G1) has a steady-state response of vt(t) = ZoG1Vb after a rise-time of 2ZoCg;
the large signal or saturation regime (ZG 1 >> 1), vt(t) = V after a quicker rise-time. In the2
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latter regime the photoconductor acts like a light-activated electric switch with its higher
efficiency of transmitting the incident wave.
7.1.3 Photoconducting Electronic Sampling
A picosecond photoconductor, generally found in a gap between the main transmission
line and a secondary side line, can be used as an electronic sampling gate, measuring an
incoming high-speed electrical waveform that biases the photoconductor. An optical pulse
is focused on the biased gap, and a small charge sample is then taken from the main
line signal and sent down the secondary line. A photoconductor used for sampling has a
very short carrier lifetime. The sampling speed is determined by this fast response time.
Thus, while the laser is operating at a high repetition rate, the average current in the
side line is measured, sufficiently measuring the total side line charge and sweeping out a
sampled voltage waveform that needs no time-resolving. Analysis of the side photoconductor
response can be carried out as discussed in previous sections. Photoconductive sampling
sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is very good: ultrafast electrical signal amplitudes
of 1 /tV can be measured with realistic integration times. Although ideally the only
contribution to the noise in the system is from the limiting photoconductor generation-
recombination noise and Johnson noise, realistically issues like imperfect ohmic contacts
can raise the noise level [1].
Below is the sampled charge Qs(Tr) written as the convolution of a sampling function
f,(t) with the incident waveform vi(t), where Cs is the sampling gap capacitance and =
3ZOC + c ]:
Qs(r) = Qo + J dt'fs(t' - 7-)vi(t'), (7.9)
-oo
where
2 1i(t) = 3Zo ( 1 + ZG) dt'g(t)e - 7(t' - t. (7.10)
7.1.4 Electronic Autocorrelation Measurements
Electronic autocorrelation is an accurate and simple way of measuring a system response,
and indirectly the responses of the pulse generator and the sampling gate, and can be done
by directly using the output of the generator as the input to the sampling gate. The system
response is approximately the convolution of the generator response and the sampling gate
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response. This approach has been used to measure photocurrent decay rates in materials
such as SOS, GaAs, and radiation-damaged SOS and has applications in characterizing
different photoconducting materials, electrode geometries, transmission line structures, and
mounting configurations. The electrode geometry capacitance tends to be a leading factor
in limiting the speed of response. Reversing the bias and sampling connections is equivalent
to a time reversal of the original measured waveform [1].
7.2 Ultrafast Electrical Transmission Lines
.__ .-.. i .... .._ _ Coplanar
oplanar Wavegule -rips.Coaxial Microstrip Strips
Figure 7-1: Different Transmission Line Structures Used for Picosecond Optoelectronics
The frequency spectrum of ultrafast electrical pulses ranges from zero to many hundreds
of gigahertz and sometimes terahertz. To propagate, these pulses need low-loss, low dis-
persion, broadband transmission lines that easily connect to other devices. Waveguides are
ruled out because of their low frequency cutoff and high dispersion, though coaxial, mi-
crostrip, coplanar waveguide, and coplanar strip are transmission line structures (7-1) that
can be and are used for ultrafast applications. Coaxial lines are not so compatible as the
other line structures with semiconductor microelectronic fabrication technology and thus are
not extensively used for high-speed, low-power, optoelectronic applications [1]. Microstrip,
coplanar waveguide, and coplanar lines can all be scaled to extremely small sizes that also
increase their already high bandwidth, and photoconducting switches can be fabricated in
gaps in an electrode or between two electrodes of a transmission line, depending on the line
structure [1].
A big problem in ultrafast pulse propagation on transmission lines is dispersion since
it causes pulse broadening that in turn diminishes speed. Theoretical calculations and
meausurements of loss and pulse dispersion on different lines have been done. These findings
demonstrated the following:
* the need for high-resistivity substrates to prevent substrate losses,
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* the successful low-dispersion propagation of ultrafast signals on coplanar and mi-
crostrip lines,
* the advantage of coplanar geometries in that scaling down does not require the im-
practical scaling down of the substrate, as in the microstrip case,
* the attenuation disadvantage of coplanar geometries propagating ultrafast signals of
frequencies with wavelengths comparable to and smaller than the cross-section line
dimensions in that these geometries allow radiation into the dielectric substrate, ne-
cessitating a decrease in line dimensions until increasing skin-effect losses become
prevalent. The attenuation coefficient is proportional to the frequency cubed, and
this attenuation frequency dependence is a greater problem in coplanar waveguides,
* there is an optimum cross-section line dimension for a given conductor material and
bandwidth.
Theoretical calculations and experiments have been done in pulse shaping with optoelec-
tronic switches, a coaxial differentiator, and a stub microstrip transmission line. Nonlinear
transmission lines have been the subject of many theoretical papers, demonstrating such
events as shock waves forming for high-voltage pulses propagating on lines with nonlinear
dielectrics and the possible soliton-like behavior in lines having a quadratic nonlinearity
and a cubic dispersion [1]. The latter situation involving the integration of nonlinear lines
into the picosecond time domain could have the pulse-compression advantages found in
optical-pulse-compressing optical fibers that exhibit the same soliton-propagating features.
7.2.1 Transmission Line Analysis
In the probe design such issues as the geometry of the probe lines and the probe resistance
must be considered. The dc line resistance of these high bandwidth optoelectronic probes
can have a major effect on the measured response of a DUT, creating a large resistive tail in
the response proportional to both the intrinsic device response width and the dc resistance.
Some experiments were conducted before the Co-op period that illustrated the effects of
dc line resistance on probe performance. The first experiment input a 20 ps pulse to three
probes of different line resistances. The simulated responses showed that with higher line
resistance larger signal-distorting resistive tails are formed. A second experiment compared
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the measured response of a photodetector under fixed bias and illumination conditions
for a conventional probe (BW 18 GHz) with low resistance lines and a higher-bandwidth
(BW 100 GHz) optoelectronic probe with lossy lines. The results showed that with the
optoelectronic probe a fast rise-time under 10 ps is measured along with a long resistive
tail due to the dc line resistance. The lower-bandwidth but less-lossy conventional probe
measured a response with a much slower rise-time but no tail, discounting the possibility
of the tail being a result of the intrinsic response of the photodetector. Other experiments
showed that resistive tails not only increase in size with increasing line dc resistance but
also increase with increasing signal pulse width. This dependence is also proportional with
increased pulse width yielding greater resistive tails.
To eliminate as much of the tail as possible a thick metal technology is used in the
fabrication of the high-speed optoelectronic probes to decrease the dc line resistance.
High-speed pulse propagation is distorted by dc line resistance and by other factors such
as dispersion and attenuation due to frequency-dependent losses.
This section describes the equivalent circuit and step function response of an infinite
transmission line with small series losses [6]. Below is the response of the long line with
series loss, assuming G = 0:
R+jwL R(7.11)z. = " (1-i L) (7.11)
assuming R << 1. The equivalent resistance is Re = and the equivalent capacitance
Ce can be calculated from ZO above to be:
1
Ce = (R/2L)/7-/ (7.12)
Ce = - - (7.13)
Ve(t) is the voltage across the equivalent transmission line circuit consisting of Re and Ce.
Ve(0) = V, where V = RR . A source voltage V(t) and a source resistance Rs complete
the circuit. V(t) = Vu_i(t), and when the source is turned on Ve(t) jumps to its t = 0
value of Vo and then increases with r = Ce(Rs + Re) to its maximum value of V.
The infinitely long transmission line is modelled as a series of periodical circuits each
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consisting of a series line resistance, a series inductance, and a parallel capacitance. To
factor into the transmission line model a (gaussian-like) pulse of spatial extent A, travelling
along the line [6]:
r= Tailamp R (7.14)Pulseamp Zo + Rs
where Rs = rdAp. Rs is the source resistance during generation, rd, is the dc resistance
per unit length, and Zo = is the impedance of the transmission line.
To simulate responses, certain circuit values such as line ZO, EC, geometry, and rd,, and
certain pulse values such as FWHM and Ap are needed.
7.2.2 Characterization of Resistive Transmission Lines by Short-Pulse
Propagation
Using both the measured low-frequency line capacitance and the loss and dispersion of pulses
propagated on two different lengths of line, resistive transmission lines can be completely
characterized with their frequency-dependent propagation constant, attenuation coefficient,
and complex impedance calculated [4]. Time-domain reflectometry is generally used to
calculate the characteristic impedance of low-loss lines, however, it is not possible with
TDR to calculate the frequency-dependent complex impedance of resistive lines.
To characterize a particular transmission line, two short electrical pulses are propagated
down two different lengths, 11 and 12 (11 > 12), of the line of interest and measured. The
source of the pulse can be a pulse generator or a photoconductive switch; the sampler can
be an oscilloscope or a photoconductive sampler. Each measured and recorded waveform
can be time-windowed to remove reflections and preserve only the forward-travelling wave.
The two waveforms are then Fourier transformed, yielding the transform amplitudes A1,2 (f)
and phases 41,2(f) corresponding to the lengths, 11,2. The propagation constant P(f) and
the attenuation coefficient a(f) are given below [4]:
= l(f) - 2(f) (7.15)
11 - 12
1 nAl(f)
o(f)= In (7.16)
2- 12 A 2 (f) (7.16)
Interface discontinuities on both lines linearly cancel out.
With L, C, R, and G as the transmission line per unit length inductance, capacitance,
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resistance, and conductance, the complex propagation constant r(f) of a quasi-TEM on the
line as well as the corresponding complex characteristic impedance Zo(f) are given below
[4]:
r(f) = a(f) + j3(f) (7.17)
r(f) = (R + jwL)(G + jwC) (7.18)
R+jwLZo +jw (7.19)
With negligible dielectric losses (G O 0), as calculated earlier,
Zo(f) R + jwL (7.20)jwC
r(f)Z(f)- jCrf (7.21)
Z(f) - (f ) a(f) (7.22)
wC wC
Using (7.15) and (7.16) and the measured low-frequency capacitance - taking into ac-
count the smallness of the dielectric constant dispersion which governs the frequency de-
pendence of the capacitance, the frequency-dependent complex propagation constant, at-
tenuation coefficient, and complex impedance are determined.
7.3 Outline of Approach
7.3.1 Signal Generation
Although a constant vi(t) bias, as used in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, is applied to the samples
in all the measurement experiments in this thesis, radiation damage in the samples prevents
G(t) from resembling a step function. G(t) resembles a pulse with a risetime very similar to
the risetime of the laser pulse striking the site. G(t)'s falltime is governed by Tc discussed in
Chapter 2, unless a dielectric relaxation time constant Td is more influential on the falltime,
which is rarely the case [2]. Thus, a more general expression for the photoconductor response
vt(t) needs to be derived, a few steps before the derivation of vt(t) to a step function G(t)
in Section 7.1.2. (Using numerical analysis and a superposition of many square pulses to
derive the expression for G(t) would be an option if the frequency domain of vt(t) was not
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so important).
The general expression for vt(t) to any G(t) plus the expression for G(t) - superposition
of two exponentials - can be inputted into the mathematical program MATLAB to generate
an expression for the photoconductor switch response vt(t) at the switch site.
7.3.2 Signal Propagation
There are two options for propagating vt(t) from the site down the length of the probe's
transmission line. One is to send vt(t) - superposition of exponentials - down a transmis-
sion line simulated by the circuit simulator program SPICE using the simulator's transient
analysis option. Another option is to simulate a transmission line with loss in MATLAB
using the equations given in Section 7.2.1.
Section 7.2.2 provides a possible way of using existing data from the thesis to compute
various transmission line characteristics that may or may not be needed in the SPICE or
MATLAB transmission line models.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this thesis was to address the issue of generating high amplitude, variable-
width pulses for DUT (device-under-test) characterization by making various adjustments
to the standard high-speed, detachable, optoelectronic probe created by the High Speed
Measurements Group at IBM. One of these adjustments consisted of varying probe line
types and locations of side lines for isolated DUT biasing. Another adjustment was to
change the switch semiconductor material from Si to SiGe and to add metal fingers off
the probe transmission line - extending over the switch site - for higher amplitude pulses.
Another probe change consisted of lengthening the photoconductor site of the probe for
spatially widened pulses. For temporally widened pulses, a three-beam set-up was proposed
consisting of two generating switch sites with low implant dosages and a sampling switch
with the normal implant dosage. The first generating site would be positively biased to
create a positive step function while the second site would be negatively biased to create a
negative step function. The sum of these step functions would create a wide, square pulse.
During the alloted Co-op period many tasks were completed. Probes with SiGe switches
and probes with metal switch fingers and elongated switch sites were fabricated. The
measurement set-up was adjusted to allow for the three-beam set-up option. A number
of probe parameters such as DC line resistance were studied. Probes having unbalanced
and balanced coplanar (700) and coplanar waveguide (10-70) formats were fabricated and
characterized. Several pulse generation and detection schemes with the probes were used,
such as the approximation of step functions on a source probe. Finally, the advantages
and disadvantages of these geometries and various detection and generation schemes were
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observed.
The principle original contributions of this work are the characterization measurements
and observations of the probes having coplanar unbalanced, coplanar balanced, and coplanar
waveguide formats. These measurements and observations are found in Chapter 6. A
summary of the observations is found below.
While completing the above tasks, a number of observations were made. It appeared that
a balanced probe with one side line and generating along the main line created narrower,
taller pulses than when generating from the side. This observation was also seen in most
multiple-side-line probes. Another observation was that balanced probes with multiple side
lines produced and measured signals that exhibited greater coupling (signals with three
peaks instead of two) than unbalanced probes when only side lines were used for generation
and sampling. Coupling varied in intensity depending on side line locations with respect
to other side lines and with respect to the main line and on other factors. Specifically, an
example of a coupling problem is the situation of a probe with two balanced transmission
side lines on the same side of the main line, with the side line nearest the probe tip generating
and the next side line detecting: coupling between the first side line ground and the detection
conductor of the second line presented a problem. A middle peak resulting from coupling
has possible advantages. All three pulses could be useful in an experiment calling for three
pulses, or, in instances where the peak completely fills in the space between the two sharp
side pulses, a clean wide square-shaped pulse could be used for DUT on-off testing.
Another observation made was that every sample, with the exception of Sample 10 prior
to wire-bonding (the circuit in Figure 6-14), produced and measured two-peak signals when
the probe main line was involved in the generation or sampling of the signal. Only a well-
grounded waveguide probe was capable of producing and measuring two-peak signals using
side lines for generating and sampling and the main line only for biasing (the ideal bias
configuration).
A final major observation was that of the accidental creation of step functions. While
trying to set the maximum bias for isolated DUT biasing that typical switches could with-
stand along the main line of a probe with the light focussed on the switches optimized,
normal generated pulses sometimes became step functions. This occured on Samples 2, 6,
5, and 10 (the circuits in Figures 6-21, 6-4, 6-11, 6-14, respectively). It appeared that now
there was a cheaper and more convenient way of producing relatively high amplitude, wide
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duration pulses (square pulses) or step functions with this "fry" approach. This approach,
consisting of shorting a photoconducting switch across the generating transmission line, was
much simpler than the original plan of three beams, varying switch implant dosages, and
widened photoconductor sites. Attempts were made to blow different side gaps with the
three-beam step-function experiment as well as the isolated DUT biasing in mind. These
attempts were made on samples such as Sample 10 (the circuit in Figure 6-14) by increasing
the batteries in the generation circuit and increasing the optical power on the switch. These
attempts failed because they were irreproducible and damaging.
Data comparing sites of varied implant dosage as well as data comparing the differences
in site illumination from the back of the probe as opposed to from the front could be gathered
from the data taking during the Co-op period for future use. Transmission line and probe
characteristics needed for analysis purposes could also be gathered from the data. These
characteristics include conductor loss, dispersion, radiation into parasitic modes (higher
mode propagation, spurious coupling), mode coupling (deteriorates circuit performance),
fringe-field coupling, and coupling with grounds of balanced line or coupling between two
unbalanced side lines. Analysis will require modelling and an understanding of picosecond
generation, propagation, coupling and dynamics. The theoretical and experimental mod-
elling process includes creating the model, designing, creating the physical layout, creating
masks, designing the test structure for testing, fabricating, and measurement-taking. In
the picosecond study such factors as probe tip design, radiation, pad design, gold bump
size, impedance issues, probe angle, substrate doping, and probe transmission line type will
need to be taken into account. At the other end of this study is the probe calibration (pad
to transistor, pad to transmission line, pad to open, pad to short circuit, pad to 50 Qs)
followed by extensive DUT modelling and characterization.
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Appendix A
Datafiles - MATLAB Code
The following MATLAB files were used to manipulate the raw data files from the probe
measurements to provide the graphs found in this thesis.
function normxy(data_array, datafilename, samplename)
%Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%For data files datal, data4, data5, data6, data7, data8,
%data9, datalO, datall, data12, datal3, datal4, data15, data16, data17,
%datal8, data20, data22, data23.
%This function takes in a dataarray, the data file name, and the
%/sample from which the data was taken, taking the y-axis data column of the
%data_array, inverting it, zeroing its first data point, and normalizing it.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%The function then plots the graph.
7.The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
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%"save [datafile name] [dataarray name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
data_array(:,2)=-data_array(:,2);
data_array(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)-data_array(1,2);
data_max=max(data_array(:,2));
data_array(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/datamax;
data_array(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
data_array(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)-data_array(1,1);
i=1;
while dataarray(i,2) < 1.0,
i=i+l;
end
xaxismax=dataarray(i,1);
half_max=1.0/2;
j=i;
while dataarray(j,2) >= halfmax,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while dataarray(k,2) > half_max,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=data_array(right,)-dataarray(left, 1);
l=i;
while dataarray(l,2) >= (.1*1.0),
1=1-1;
end
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left=l;
m=i;
while data_array(m,2) >= (.9*1.0),
m=m-1;
end
right=m;
Tr=data_array(right, )-dataarray(left,1);
n=i;
while data_array(n,2) > (.1*1.0),
n=n+1;
end
right=n;
o=i;
while data_array(o,2) > (.9*1.0),
o=o+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left,1);
plot(data_array(:,1) ,data_array(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL');
title(data_file_name);
text(200,.95,'sample = ');
text(250,.95,sample_name);
text(200,.90,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(250,.90,s);
text(200,.85,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(x_axis_max);
text(250,.85,t);
text(200,.80,'Vmax = ');
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u=num2str(data_max);
text(250,.80,u);
text(200,.75,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(250,.75,v);
text(200,.70,'Tf = ');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(250,.70,w);
text(282,.90,'ps');
text(282,.85,'ps');
text(282,.75,'ps');
text(282,.70,'ps');
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function normxy(data_array, data_filename, samplename)
%Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%For data files data25, data26, data27, data28, data29, data30, data3i,
%data33, data34, data35, data36, data37, data38, data39, data40, data42,
%data45, data47, data48, data50, data53, data54, data67, data73,
%data76, data80, data82, data84, data86, data89, data90, data9i,
%data93, data94.
%This function takes in a dataarray, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, inverting the x-axis, then
%zeroing its first data point along the y-axis,
%and then normalizing.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%The function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
%"save [datafile name] [data_array name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
data_temp_array(:,:)=dataarray(:,:);
b=i;
c=2048;
while b <= 2048,
dataarray(b,2)=datatemparray(c,2);
c=c-1;
b=b+1;
end
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)-data_array(1,2);
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data_max=max(dataarray(:,2));
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/datamax;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)-dataarray(1,1);
i=l;
while dataarray(i,2) < 1.0,
i=i+l;
end
x_axismax=dataarray(i,1);
%For data files data36, data37, data38, comment out the next 12 lines.
half_max=1.0/2;
j=i;
while dataarray(j,2) >= half_max,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while data_array(k,2) > half_max,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=data_array(right,1)-dataarray(left, 1);
l=i;
while dataarray(l,2) >= (.1*1.0),
1=1-1;
end
left=l;
m=i;
while dataarray(m,2) >= (.9*1.0),
m=m-1;
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end
right=m;
Tr=data_array(right,1)-dataarray(left,1);
%For data files data25, data36, data37, data38, data39, data42, data45,
%data48, data54, comment out the next 11 lines.
n=i;
while dataarray(n,2) > (.1*1.0),
n=n+1;
end
right=n;
o=i;
while data_array(o,2) > (.9*1.0),
o=o+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=dataarray(right,1)-dataarray(left,1);
plot(dataarray(:,i),data_array(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL');
title(data_filename);
text(200,.95,'sample = ');
text(250,.95,samplename);
%For data files data36, data37, data38, comment out the next four lines and
%uncomment the fifth.
text(200,.90,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(250,.90,s);
text(282,.90,'ps');
%text(200,.90,'FWHM = NA');
text(200,.85,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(xaxismax);
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text(250,.85,t);
text(200,.80,'Vmax = ');
u=num2str(datamax);
text(250,.80,u);
text(200,.75,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(250,.75,v);
%For data files data25, data36, data37, data38, data39, data42, data45,
%data48, data54, comment out the next four lines. Uncomment the
%fifth line below.
text(200,.70,'Tf = ');
text(282, .70,'ps');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(250,.70,w);
%text(200,.70,'Tf = NA');
text(282,.85,'ps');
text(282,.75,'ps');
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function normxy(dataarray, datafilename, sample_name)
%Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%For data files datal9, data2l, data24.
YThis function takes in a dataarray, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, inverting the x-axis and then
%the y-axis, then zeroing its first data point along the y-axis,
%and then normalizing.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%The function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
%"save [datafile name] [dataarray name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
datatemparray(:,:)=dataarray(:,:);
b=1;
c=2048;
while b <= 2048,
data_array(b,2)=datatemp_array(c,2);
c=c-1;
b=b+i;
end
dataarray(:,2)=-dataarray(:,2);
data_array(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)-data_array(1,2);
data_max=max(data_array(:,2));
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/datamax;
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data_array(:,i)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
data_array(:,i)=dataarray(:,i)-data_array(1,1);
i=1;
while dataarray(i,2) < 1.0,
i=i+1;
end
x_axis_max=dataarray(i,1);
halfmax=1. 0/2;
j=i;
while dataarray(j,2) >= halfmax,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while dataarray(k,2) > half_max,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=dataarray(right,1)-dataarray(left, 1);
l=i;
while dataarray(l,2) >= (.1*1.0),
1=1-1;
end
left=l;
m=i;
while dataarray(m,2) >= (.9*1.0),
m=m-1;
end
right=m;
Tr=dataarray(right,1)-dataarray(left,1);
%For data files datal9, data2l, comment out the next 11 lines.
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n=i;
while data_array(n,2) > (.1*1.0),
n=n+1;
end
right=n;
o=i;
while data_array(o,2) > (.9*1.0),
0=0+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left,l);
plot(data_array(:,l),data_array(: ,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL');
title(data_file_name);
text(200,.95,'sample = ');
text(250,.95,sample_name);
text(200,.90,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(250,.90,s);
text(200,.85,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(x_axis_max);
text(250,.85,t);
text(200,.80,'Vmax = ');
u=num2str(data_max);
text(250,.80,u);
text(200,.75,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(250,.75,v);
%For data files data19, data2l, comment out the next four lines. Uncomment the
%fifth line below.
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text(200,.70,'Tf = ');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(250,.70,w);
text(282,.70,'ps');
%text(200,.70,'Tf = NA');
text(282,.90,'ps');
text(282,.85,'ps');
text(282,.75, ps');
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function normxy(data_array, datafile_name, sample_name)
%Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%For data files data32, data4l, data43, data46, data49, data51, data52,
/,data55, data56, data57, data58, data59, data60, data61, data62,
7.data63, data64, data65, data66, data68, data69, data70, data7l, data72,
%data74, data75, data79, data8l, data83, data85, data87, data88, data92,
%data95, data96, data97, data98.
%This function takes in a dataarray, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, zeroing its first data point
%along the y-axis, and then normalizing.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%7so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%The function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
%"save [datafile name] [data_array name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)-dataarray(1,2);
data_max=max(data_array(:,2));
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/datamax;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,i)*.0782;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)-dataarray(1,1);
i=1;
while data_array(i,2) < 1.0,
i=i+l;
end
xaxismax=dataarray(i,1);
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halfmax=1. 0/2;
j=i;
while dataarray(j,2) >= halfmax,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while dataarray(k,2) > halfmax,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=dataarray(right, 1)-dataarray(left, 1);
l=i;
while dataarray(l,2) >= (.1*1.0),
1=1-1;
end
left=l;
m=i;
while dataarray(m,2) >= (.9*1.0),
m=m-1;
end
right=m;
Tr=dataarray(right,1)-dataarray(left, 1);
%For data files data4l, data46, data49, data52, data55, data56, data57, data58,
%data62, data64, data65, data66, data68, data69, data70, data7l, data72,
%data74, data75, data85, data87, data88,
%comment out the 11 lines below.
n=i;
while data_array(n,2) > (.1*1.0),
n=n+1;
end
right=n;
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o=i;
while dataarray(o,2) > (.9*1.0),
0=0+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left, );
plot(dataarray(:,l),dataarray(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL');
title(datafile_name);
text(200,.95,'sample = ');
text(250,.95,sample_name);
text(200,.90,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(250,.90,s);
text(200,.85,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(xaxismax);
text(250,.85,t);
text(200,.80,'Vmax = ');
u=num2str(datamax);
text(250,.80,u);
text(200,.75,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(250,.75,v);
%,For data files data41, data46, data49, data52, data55, data56, data57, data58,
%data62, data64, data65, data66, data68, data69, data70, data7l, data72,
%data74, data75, data85, data87, data88,
%comment out the next four lines, uncomment the fifth line.
text(200,.70,'Tf = ');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(250,.70,w);
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text(282,.70,'ps');
%text(200,.70,'Tf = NA');
text(282,.90,'ps');
text(282,.85,'ps');
text(282,.75,'ps');
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function normxy(data_array, data_file_name, samplename)
%Data files data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%For data files data29, data39.
%This function takes in a dataarry, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, inverting the x-axis, then
%divides the y-column data by the first y-column data point and
%multiplies the data by 1.5 to illustrate the 1.5 V bias
%across the main transmission line.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%YThe function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
%"save [datafile name] [dataarray name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
datatemparray(:,:)=data_array(:,:);
b=1;
c=2048;
while b <= 2048,
dataarray(b,2)=datatemparray(c,2);
c=c-1;
b=b+i;
end
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/dataarray(1,2);
data_array(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)*1.5
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)-data_array(1,1);
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plot(data_array(:,1) ,data_array(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL (volts)');
title (data_file_name);
text(200,1.8,'sample = ');
text(250,1.8,sample_name);
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function normxy(data_array, datafilename, sample_name)
.Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
%
%For data files data29, data39.
%This function takes in a data_array, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, inverting the x-axis, then
%zeroing its first data point along the y-axis.
%Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
%The function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
."save datafile name] [dataarray name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
data_temp_array(:,:)=dataarray(:,:);
b=1;
c=2048;
while b <= 2048,
dataarray(b,2)=datatemparray(c,2);
c=c-1;
b=b+1;
end
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/dataarray(1,2);
dataarray(:,2)=data_array(:,2)-dataarray(1,2);
data_max=max(data_array(:,2));
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
data_array(:,1)=data_array(:,1)-dataarray(1,1);
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i=l;
while dataarray(i,2) < data_max,
i=i+l;
end
x_axis_max=dataarray(i,1);
half_max=data_max/2;
j=i;
while data_array(j,2) >= half_max,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while data_array(k,2) > half_max,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=data_array(right,1)-dataarray(left, 1);
l=i;
while data_array(l,2) >= (.l*data_max),
1=1-1;
end
left=l;
m=i;
while data_array(m,2) >= (.9*data_max),
m=m-1;
end
right=m;
Tr=data_array(right,1)-dataarray(left,1);
%For data file data39, comment out the next 11 lines.
n=i;
while data_array(n,2) > (.l*data_max),
n=n+1;
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end
right=n;
o=i;
while dataarray(o,2) > (.9*datamax),
o=o+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=data_array(right,1)-dataarray(left,1);
plot(dataarray(:,1) ,data_array(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL (volts)');
title(datafilename);
text(200,.200,'sample = ');
text(250,.200,sample_name);
text(200,.180,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(250,. 180,s);
text(200,.165,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(xaxis_max);
text(250,.165,t);
text(200,.150,'Vmax = ');
u=num2str(datamax);
text(250,.150,u);
text(200,.135,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(250,.135,v);
%For data file data39, comment out the next 4 lines and uncomment the fifth.
text(200,.120,'Tf = ');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(250,.120,w);
text(282,.120,'ps');
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%text(200,.120,'Tf = NA');
text(282,. 180,'ps');
text(282,.165,'ps');
text(282,.135,'ps');
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function normxy(data_array, datafilename, samplename)
%Datafiles data44, data77, data78 do not exist.
/For data files data2, data3.
%This function takes in a dataarray, the data file name, and the
%sample from which the data was taken, taking the y-axis data column of the
%.dataarray, inverting it, zeroing its first data point, and normalizing it.
7Then the x-axis data column is scaled by .0782 and then shifted
%so that the first element of this column is zeroed.
%The signal FWHM, rise-time (Tr), and fall-time (Tf) are computed.
/.The function then plots the graph.
%The user should save the new data file array afterwards by typing
%"save [datafile name] [data_array name] /ascii" at the matlab prompt.
dataarray(:,2)=-dataarray(:,2);
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)-dataarray(1,2);
data_max=max(data_array(:,2));
dataarray(:,2)=dataarray(:,2)/data_max;
dataarray(:,1)=dataarray(:,1)*.0782;
data_array(:,1)=data_array(:,1)-data_array(1,1);
i=1;
while dataarray(i,2) < 1.0,
i=i+l;
end
xaxismax=dataarray(i,1);
half_max=1.0/2;
j=i;
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while data_array(j,2) >= half_max,
j=j-1;
end
left=j;
k=i;
while data_array(k,2) > half_max,
k=k+1;
end
right=k;
FWHM=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left, 1);
l=i;
while data_array(1,2) >= (.1*1.0),
1=1-1;
end
left=l;
m=i;
while data_array(m,2) >= (.9*1.0),
m=m-1;
end
right=m;
Tr=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left, 1);
n=i;
while data_array(n,2) > (.1*1.0),
n=n+1;
end
right=n;
o=i;
while data_array(o,2) > (.9*1.0),
o=o+1;
end
left=o;
Tf=data_array(right,1)-data_array(left,1);
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plot(data_array(:,1) ,data_array(:,2));
xlabel('TIME (ps)');
ylabel('SIGNAL');
title (data_file_name);
text(100,.95,'sample = ');
text(150,.95,sample_name);
text(100,.90,'FWHM = ');
s=num2str(FWHM);
text(150,.90,s);
text(100,.85,'Tmax = ');
t=num2str(x_axis_max);
text(150,.85,t);
text(100,.80,'Vmax = ');
u=num2str(data_max);
text(150,.80,u);
text(100,.75,'Tr = ');
v=num2str(Tr);
text(150,.75,v);
text(100,.70,'Tf = ');
w=num2str(Tf);
text(150,.70,w);
text(182,.90,'ps');
text(182,.85,'ps');
text(182,.75,'ps');
text(182,.70,'ps');
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